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Hedebo Embroidery 
Needles and Threads. - All Hedebo and needle

point must be clone with linen thread, as cotton will 
not endure the wear in working. This is of course 
the reason why all real lace is made of linen. The 
cotton would f uzz quickly and soon break in work
ing, only a wiry thread such as lineu will stand up, 
as it were. otton would mat together and the pat
tern would not be crisp or clear cut, which is essen
tially characteri tic of Venise and other needlepoint. 
Use an ordinary cwing-needle with an eye that will 
carry the thread easily, adapting the size to the thread 
used. For the c arser Hedebo, don e in about No. 25 

FrG. r. BUTTONHOLE 

See pag 3 

of all the pie 

linen thread, a No. 6 
needle is about right. 

Cutwork should b 
don e with N os. 25 or 30 
em bro · dery cotton, us
in th ordinary sew
in -needle with an eye 

H that will carry the cot-
ton without fuzzing. 

hown m his book can be 
f th publi her . 

Fi ur Hedebo Buttonhole Stitch. - Needle-
oint in itself is a complete fabric, made, as the I talian 

expresses it, entirely "in the air." In the case of this 
cutwork the lace pattern is built up "in the air," but 
it is anchored in the linen by means of the H ecfebo 
buttonhole border work. Hedebo buttonhole st itch is 
a stitch used exclusively in this work, in fact it is the 
one stitch upon which this lace is founded, and of 
which it is composed. It is hown in F ig. r, and is 
made as follows : T h of th work is turn d back 
over a run-in threa nd i held away f m one, the 
needle is thru t over th d e and brought through, 
tow.ard on . Th n ed1 L th n used to pick up the 
lo p d th re cl, and i then pulled up its length with a 
li ttle jerk. hi jerk has a good deal to do with fo rm
ing th not or fin ish of the buttonhole. Every jerk 
hould be the ame so that the titches• and the ridge 

thus formed may be kept perf ~ctly even. The move
ment is a wrist one. It is very pretty to see how 
rhythm tically a kilful edebo worker does this. One 
needs a relaxed band in embroidery as much as in 
piano playing in order to have smooth r ults. Tight 
muscles make ridged uneven ork. 

We need to r memb r, t en, tl at in all th Hedebo 
needlepoint, thr ugho 1t all the intricat patterns, this 
stitch is t ke in the 
sam way. This i 
what iv the 1 e 
an entire1y di tinctive 
character, and distin
guishes it from Ve
nise, Reticella, and 
other forms of needle
point. The patterns 

IG. 2. BEADING LooPs w ORKED 
I TO UTTONHOLE STITCH 

See page 3 

are built up by m ans of this stitch, and it must be 
thoroughly understood. When edges are finished in 
beading or points of Hedebo, be sure to hold the outer 
edge up and work into the purl of the buttonhole 
stitches forming the edge by drawing the needle up and 
away, in j ust the opposi te direction from the usual 
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embroidery buttonhole stitch. The stitches should not 
be too dose, nor should the purl edge be too tight, 
because the next row of stitches must be caught into 
the fi rst. 

Figure 2. Beading Stitch. -To form the beading, 
detail Fig. 2, a stitch always so pretty and ofte1 o 
useful in uniting edges, take up a row of uttonhol 
loops upon this first row of buttonhole-work (F ig. I ), 
about three stitches apart is a good pace ; that is, in 
every third sti tch. Th drawing, Fig. 2, shows this 
loop edge with i pretty twist; the ne d e is put in 
and drawn out in exactl the same way as for the 
butt nhole stitch, F ig 1, except that the jerk is avoided, 
a d in tead great care is taken to get each loop like 
the la t, perfe tly even and true. 

F igure 3. T opsewing or Cording.-When the row 
of beading is complete, work back · to the left, catch 
the thread into each loop and draw it up to form a 
cording or finished edge, as shown in F ig. 3. · The 
three stitches thus combined form a very pretty finish 
for doilies, napkins, etc.; but any amount f ne dle
point design can now be built up upon this beading. 
It will be noticed that the first row (buttonhole stitch, 
Fig. r) and the second (beading stitch, F ig. 2) are 
worked in the s .me direction, that i fror.i lef t to 
right, but this third row or cording (Fig. 3) is 
carri d back from right to left. It is a whipping or 
tops wing bac . The second row of loops (bead
ing) makes an unfinished or shifting edge, . but as 
soon s this topsewing (Fig. 3) is added, the lit
tle beading or entre deux, or edging if it is used 
as a fin ish, becomes quite firm and serviceable. The 

many uses to which 
this edging can b put 
can hardly be appre
ciated u til ne has 

as ered it and e
gins t apply it. 

The edging f ormed 
by he combination of 
these three stitches 

(Figs. r, 2, and 3) i very easy to do after one is 
accust med to it, and can be clone very rapidly. Cer
tainly it has a great charm as a fìnish to collars, chil
dren's clothes, table sets, especially tea napkins. Lace 
is not so appropriate on tea napkins as a more con
ventional treatment of the edges. This beautiful edge 
clone in linen thread is substantial, too, and something 
far better than ordinary buttonhole, of which we have 
seen so much. A further suggestion for tea napkins 
is to use this needlepoint as an entre deux between the 
hems, since hems are after all the most substantial 
fì nish for linens which must be frequently washed. 
With this edge, then, to which to hold the succeeding 
rows of work, innumerable stitches can be added so 
as to form beautiful patterns. 

Frc. 3. ToPSEWI NG W ORE E 
INTO BEADING LoOPS . EE 

page 3 

Figure 4. Hedebo Points. - This illustration shows 
the pointed edge built up on the beading shown in 
Fig. 3. This point can of course be worked directly 
on the buttonhole edge, Fig. r, but an edge of beau
tiful form and not the least difficult to do can be 
made with the point against the entre deux, as illus-
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trated, working from lef t to right. To work the 
points : Begin at A and work two buttonhole stitches 
in the first loop of beading, two in the second loop 
and one in the third loop, which brings you to B; 
topsew back on the five buttonhole stitches just made, 
by putting the needle under the puri of each button
hole stitch, which brings you to the left again, at A, 
for the second row of buttonhole stitches; now work 

e F 

FIG. 4. HEDEBO Po1NTS. See page 4 

four buttonhole stitches to the right, into the five 
buttonhole stitches of the fi rst row ( taking each stitch 
between two of the buttonhole stitches below) , top
sew back, work hree buttonhole stitches into the 
four of the previous row, topsew back, work two but
tonhole stitches into the three below, topsew back 
and work one buttonhole stitch between the two be
low, which will fo rm the top of the point, e; now 
topsew down the right-hand side of the point from 
C to B, put one buttonhole stitch in the third bead
ing loop, thus making two buttonhole stitches in this 
loop. Make two buttonhole stitches in the next loop, 
two in the next loop, two in the next loop, two in 
the next loop, and one in the next loop, which br ings 
you to D; now work back as in the first point ( to 
E) and continue as before until you have topsewed 
down the right-hand side of the second point from F 
to D; make one buttonhole stitch in the beading loop 
below D ( thus completing the two for that loop), 
two buttonhole stitches in the next loop, two in the 
next loop, two in the next loop, two in the next loop, 
and one in the next loop, which brings you to G; 
topsew back on five stitches for the next point and 
continue the work, as described, for the length 
required. 

T iny picots may be made on the sides of the point 
with very pleasing effect. Such points are used in 

FIG. 5. H EDEBO P mNTS WITH BoRDER. See page 4 

the Handkerchief Case, No. 408, page 19, the method 
of work being fully described. 

One may modify the number of stitches in the 
points, and space between them, as one likes, but 
five or seven buttonhole stitches at the base of a point 
is about the usual size. 

Figure 5. Hedebo Points with Border. -If the 
Hedebo point is made much larger than shown in 
Fig. 4, it is liable to curi over unless a row of bead
ing is added to border the points, which produces, 
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by the way, a lovely edge of real lace, as shown in 
Fig. 5, well worth the worker's while. The beading 
edge or border to the points is made as follows : 
Beginning at the left (see Fig. 5, A), work around 
the points a row of loops, about three on each side, 
putting one in the tip of the point; these loops are 
worked as shown in Fig. 2; when the length of 
beading is completed topsew back to the left, as in 
Fig. 3; this bringi you to B, Fig. 5, where you start 
to buttonhole the loops. Take two buttonhole 
stitches in each loop of the beading until the t ip 
of the point is reached, where ·a picot is made on 
top of the point. W o.ftc this picot thus : T ake 
four buttonhole stitches tò the right in the top loop 
of beading, carry a tiny loop o f the thread back to 
the left, putting the needle between the second and 
third buttonhole sti tches in the loop, carry the thread 
back to the starting-point at the right, then carry 
it to the left, thus completing a foundation of three 
loops on which the picot is finished by five button
hole stitches to the right ; then take one more but
tonhole stitch in the top loop of beading, and con
tinue the buttonholing in the loops of beading down 
the side of the point, and so on, as shown in Fig. 
5, repeating the picot in the top beading loop of each 
point. This beautiful lace is most substantial. 

F1G. 6. HEDEBO POINTS CoNNECTED BY BuTTONHOLED 
BARS. See page 4 

Figure 6. Hedebo Points Connected by Button
holed Bars. - This illustration shows a group of three 
points connected by buttonholed bars ( see Fig. 4 for 
the method of working the p<;>ÌHts). The foundation 
row of the left-hand point (see A) consists of four 
buttonhole stitches, then th ree, then two, then one. 
When the top of the point is reached, topiìew down 
the right-hand side to the base, and begin the next 
point with a foundat ion row of five buttonhole 
stitches, then four, three, two, and one, respectively. 
Topsew down the right-hand side of the point to 
the base, and work the third point like the first, 
heginning with a foundation of four buttonhole 
stitches, then three, then two, then one. The last 
stitch forms the top of the point ( see B), and from 
this point the thread is carried rather loosely to 
the top of the middle point, where a stitch is taken 
to secure it; then carry the thread to the top of the 
first point, forward to the middle point, and for
ward to the third point at B, back to the middle 
point, then to the first point, which brings the thread 
into position at the left to begin the buttonholing of 
the three-thread loops just formed. Now buttonhole 
the loops until B is reached, and then topsew down 
the right-hand side of the third point, which will 
bring you into position for topsewing to the next 
group of points, where the process of working is 
repeated, as described above. The spacing between 
the groups of three points may be varied as preferred. 

Figure 7. Edge of Single Scallops. -This simple 
scallop makes an effective finish for Hedebo or other 
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embroidery. lt can be workecl on a buttonholed edge 
as ili. the illustration and it woulcl also be founcl a 
very effective :fìnish for towels or table pieces made 
up with a plain or hemstitched hem. F igure 7 shows 
the method of working a ~ingle scallop on an edge 
previously buttonholed as a f oundation. Catch the 

B A 
FrG. 7. EDGE OF SrNGLE ScALLOPS. See page 5 

neeclle into a buttonhole stitch at A, carry the thread 
to B, giving the proper curve for a scallop of the pre
ferred size, loop the thread forward to A, back to B, and 
then work buttonhole stitches over the three-looped 
threacls, thus completing the scallop. T he spacing be
tween the scallops can be arranged as pre f er red ; the 
detail drawing, Fig. 7, shows the third and f ourth scal
lops, close together, wl ile the o ther scallops are slightly 
spaced; when spacing is desired topsew into the but
tonholed edge from the fin ish of one scallop to the 
right ha 1d of the next. Sometimes the buttonholed 
edge and the scallops are worked together, that is, 
the two parts of the work progress alike. To ex
plain this we will take the diagram, Fig. 7, to work 
by: Begin to buttonhole the edge at the left at B, 
and continue to the end of the proposed first scallop 
(see A), * then loop the thread back to B, loop it 
forward to A, and then loop it back to B, thus bring
ing the needle to the lef.t for buttonholing over the 
three loops of thread which form the foundation o f 
the scallop. When the buttonholing of the scallop is 
completed y'ou fi nd your working thread at A; you 
then continue the buttonholing of the edge until 
the piace i reached for looping back the thread for 
the next scallop ( see *) , nd go on with the work as 
<lescribed. 

C B A 

FrG. 8. GRoUPED ScALLOPS. See page 5 

Figure 8. Edge of Grouped Scallops. - Afte the 
single scallop has been success fully worked, the 
grouped scallo s may be und rtaken. The detail, Fig. 
.S, shows these scallops worked on a buttonholed edge. 
To wo k, * catch t11 th read at A and loop it back to 
B, then lo p it to C ; loop the thread forward to B, then 
loop it to , back to B, to C, and buttonhole over the 
looped threads to the midèlle of the foundation loops 
of the second scallop, at :D ; then loop the thread to 
the middle of the :fìrst scallop, at E, loop forward to 
D, loop back to E, thus placing three foundation loops 
for the top scallop. The working thread is now at 
E, and from this point you buttonhole to D, and con
tinue buttonholing down the last half of the second 
scallop, which brings you to A. From this point you 
·can topsew any preferred space, and begin another 
g roup of three scallops, working from * as described. 
If it is desired to work the buttonholed edge and the 
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scallops together, buttonhole the edge from C to A, 
loop back the thread to B, to C, loop thread forward 
to B, to A, loop back to .B, to C. Then buttonhole the 
f oundation loops to D, loop thread back to E, loop 
forward to D, loop back to E, and then buttonhole the 
top scallop to D, and down the side of the second 
scallop to A. From this point buttonhole another 
length of edge (as from C to A), and continue the 
work as described. 

After the principle of working the g r up of three 
scallops is fully understood one may a ttempt g roups 
of six or more. 

Figure g. The K Border. - Hedebo buttonhole the 
turned-back edge, make a loop on this buttonholed 
edge by carrying the needle through the purl of the 
buttonhole two stitches in advance on the edge, take 
up this, clraw he thread all the way through, now 
take up another loop on this first loop and oversew 
this second loop with one stitch, draw all the way 
through. Be careful not to draw these two loops as 

FrG. 9. THE HEDEBO K BoRDER. See page 5 

you take up ano 1er stitch to start the second K on 
the buttonholed line f ur stitches in advance. This 
forms a Iarg r loop which must be held loose, take 
a stitch over th i large loop, draw all the way through. 
N ow, still careful not to draw these loops, take an
other loop two stitches in advance on the buttonhole, 
oversew on this loop, draw all the way through, take 
one stitch into the large loop, draw all the way through, 
now take a loop to the right into the loop pr viously 
made, over this take a stitch and draw all the way 
through. This completes the second K. N ow take 
another large loop four stitches in advance on the 
buttonhole edge and proceed as before. Finish the 
row of Ks and then topsew back from right to Ief t 
one ov~r-stitch in each small loop and one in each 
large loop until the last K is reached. In the last 
loop o f this take two top stitches and one in the loop 
with which we started to complete this first K. N ow 
buttonhole back from left to right two stitches in 
the top of each K and four in the loop between. An 
application of this K border is shown on page 19. 

A 

Figure 10. The 
K Bars in Ital
ian Cutwork. -
The K bars are 
used in the beau
tif ul Tea Cloth, 
No. 415, page 27. 
The Ks are 
worked with the 
running of thè FrG. IO. THE CuTWORK K BARS 

edge. Run the See page 6 
edge as far as the 
beginning of the K at A; carry the thread from A up 
to B, down to A, up to B, and bind over the three 
threads as far as e; then carry the thread down 
to D, back to C, down to D ; bind over the three 
threads j ust placed ( from D to C), carry the thread 
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CUTTING. See page 6 
Frc . 12. BuTTONHOLING. 

up to E, back to C, up to E; then bind over th 
threads from E to C, and c n tinue- to bind frorn 
to A, thus finishing the K; continue the runnmg 
from A and topsew the cut space after the runnmg 
ìs completecl . 

Figures 1 1 to 17, inclusive. Work within Medal
lions. - All work on medallions, that is, motifs 
other than edges, is done by working first the in
ner edge of the outline of these forms or motif s in 
the same buttonhole stitch in which the edge is 
worked. The series of ovai medallions bere given 
tell their own clear story and from them any nee
dlewoman can learn the exact method of H edebo. 

Follow the outline with a row of running stitch, 
as in Fig. rr. Cut the linen withi 1 one-qua rte r inch 
of this run-;- in line, parallel to the run-in line, m ake 
several cuts at r ight angles o the run-in li e. Push 
back with the needle and hold 'ng the edge which is 
being worked away from one, vork the Hedebo but
tonbole as shown in Fi ·. r, page 3 (and again illus
t rated in F ig. 12 ), hat is , by thrusting the needle 
under t he turned edge, the point coming out toward 
one, drawing the thread up to within a short dis
tance of its finish, and taking up the loop with the 
needle, draw through tight with the little j erk. 

F1G. 13. F1NISHING TRE 
BUTTONHOLED EDGE 

Frc. 14. BEADING LooPs IN 
PROGRESS 
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F igure 13 shows how the needle hould be taken 
through the puri of the fi r t titch afte r the last 
is formed, to make a complete fini h. 

Figure 14 shows the next tep of the work, which 
fo rm s the serie of 1 ps ar und th~ buttonb led edge 
by taking a loose Hedebo buttonhol titch into every 
third stitch, that is, 1 avino· two titche between as 
shown in Fig. 14. Great ar houl l b tak n to keep 
these loops even in size and re <Yularl pa ed . 

F igure 15 g ives the c rdiRo- r t p v. i1w whì h 
keeps the loops in position. Thi titch i <l ne fr m 
right to Jeft, one over stitcl ·1 ea h lo p, a hown 
in the drawing, F io· . 15. 

F igure 16 shows tbe nal buttonholing n this 
beading, hvo stit l es on a h 1 op ; when the button
boling i fi nished pick up the puri of th fi. rst stitch 
of th row ancl tal one stitch over the orio· ina l loop 
ti tch, which )rino·s the threacl I ack t th fi r t bor

der of lose buttonh le stitch on the very edge. 
Many medallions may be countecl fì ni sh d at thi p ìnt, 

Frc. 15. ToPSEWING THE 
BEADING LOOP 

LO E BuTTON
HOLTNG WORKE D l NTO 

. E1 DL ' LOOP 

but in any ca e tl)is is tb fo undat.ion, or f ame
work, for all tb other la w rk whi: h i built up 
wi th · poin t. and loop \v ithi cut-out s aces. 

T be expert Hedebo wor!<er d thi work withot,lt 
any a kin <Y, but th e amateur will find it a g reat help 
to ba t thf' linen to tiff I ar er r t embroiderer's 
oi lclo th, basting far enou h away to all w fo r turn
ing uncler tbe clge, and after it i turned under 
baste again nearer the work. T I;i ìs 1 r caution will 
repay one. 

When a new threacl i need cl , fa ten it i!1 a very 
careful way; in all buttonholino- the new thr ad should 
be startecl by puttino- tlì e n ed le th rou ·h the purl o f 
th e Jast titch, whicb start th new thr ad in exactly 
the sarn e position a th on ju t exhau tee! . There 
is no other proper way to b o·in the new thr~ad. 
Cut off the olcl threacl a l out one inch from the fìnish, 
draw in the new threacl up to an inch of its end, 
then take the next stitch over these two ends, con
tinue about four or five stitches ver the e-two ends, 
then cut thern close. The tartin<Y of the new thread 
should thus be invisible ancl perf ctly strong. 

Figures 17 to 23, inclusive. Fillings for Medal
lion. - The meclalli on pictured in F io·. 17 shows an 
attractive filling for which working details are given 



in Figs. 18 to 23, inclusive. 
Figure 18 shows the beginning 
of the buttonholing on the 
edge of the medallion as pre
viously described in Fig. 12. 

Af ter this buttonholing is 
finished, put in the button
holed bar in the upper end 
of the medallion as shown in 
Fig. 17. The working of this 
bar is given in Fig. 19. 
Secure the thre'ad in the but
tonholed edge at A and carry 
it across to B, then back to 
A, to B, and buttonhole the 
looped threads to A. 

N ow ref er to Fig. 20; top
sew to e, carry the thread 
across to D, a:nd back to C, 
then to D ; now buttonhole 
on the three threads to e and 
fasten off. 

FIG. 17. MEDALLION 
wrTH FrLLING. SEE 
FIGS. 18 TO 23, IN

CLUSIVE. See 
page 7 A row of the looped but

tonholed stitch is now worked into the buttonholed 
bar. Begin this row at h left and work across the 
entire length. Refer to Fig. 21 · and without cutting 
the thread, opsew back on the loops to the lef t si de 
of t e n edallion, then refer to Fig. 22, and buttonholè 
forward into the loops of the previous row to the 
other side of the medallion. The filling of the upper 
end of the medallion, as 
shown in Fig. 17, is now 
completed. 

N ow' ref er to Fig. 23 f or 
filling the remainder of the 
medallion, as pictured in Fig. 
17. After working the ower 
bar · as previous y described, 
and shown · n Fig. 19, topsew 
into th butto holing at the 
right side f the medal ion up 
to e, loop the thread to the 
middl of the bar below, carry 

FIG, 18. BUTTON-· 
HOLING THE EDGE 

See Fig. 17 

the thread to D, forward to the middle of the bar below, 
forward to e, back .to the middle of the bar below, 
back to D, which brings you to the lèft, in position 
for buttdnholing the two loops of three threads ·us 
thrown . across. 

Proceed to buttonhole the loops as far ;:is the mid
dle of the second bar as shown opposite , F ig. 23. 
At ~hi s point ( the middl of the right bar) 1 op the . 

FrG. 19. BuTTON
HOLING A BAR 

'11 • .... .. 

FIG. 20. WoRKING 
THE Row OF LooPs 

thread into a stitch in the middle of the left bar, 
carry it f orward to the middle of the right bar, 
then back ·to the left bar, thus bringing the needle 
into position for buttonholing from left to right, . 
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as usual. . Buttonhole the looped threads nearly to 
the right bar below ( see Fig. 23, opposi te C). 

Y ou are now ready to begin work on the Hedebo 
point as described ' in Fig. 4,' page 4. To . oegirt the 
point, topsew to the left into the buttonhole stitçhes 
of the bar, as far as E, Fig. 23; you now work · for-

FIG. 21. ToPSEW NG 
THE L OPS 

FrG. 22. BuTTON
HOLING THE Lo6PS 

ward and make the foundation row of buttonholing 
for the point; continue work on the point as desci:ibed 
in Fig. 4, page 4, topsewing tOJ the left after · each 
row of buttonholing is finished at thl right. In work
ing a point for a medallion, as in Fig. 17, care must 
be taken to make the foundation row of buttonhol
ing long enough to build up the point high enough to 
connect with the bar or other shape to which "t is 
to be fastened. In this case (see Fig. 17) it i con
nected at the top 1ith the third bar shown in Fig. 
22. 

N ow refer to Fig. 17 : When the point is finished 
attach it to the middle of the buttonholed bar as shown 
in the illustration, then topsew down the right sid,e 
of the point to the base and finish the buttonholing 
on the uncovered threads of the two bars .. below, 
which brings you to the buttonholed edge of the me
dallion and completes the . filling. 

The beginner in Hedebo is 
earhestly advised to s t u d y 
carefully the fundamentals of 
the work a s e x p La i n e d 
in the f o.regoing pages. It 
would be well to arrange a 
sampler of the various sf tches, 

s it would be f ound useful f or 
ref erence in adaptin designs· 
for any se that might arise. 
The sampler could be made of 
stil greater use by the addi
tion of fill~ngs f or the various -

FIG. 23. BEGINNING 
THE HEDEBO POINT 

See Fig. 17 

shapes which · will be found scattered throughout the 
book. When the principles of Hedebo are thoroughly 
understood and firmly fixed -in oncr's mind by actual 
work, the pieces shown in the following pages will 
present f ew difficulties. Practise each stitch and 
motif carefully before working on your sampler, . so 
that you will be proficient in all the intricacies of 
Hedebo, and can undertake the working of any design 
with a feeling of perf ect security as to the result. 

Hedebo originated in Denmark, and the Danes 
themselves call it "Hedebosyning," which means 
"Hedebo Sewing." The work is done all .over Den
mark, but it takes its name from the principal workers, 
who li ve in the district called . ~'Heden," a heath, and 
"Bo," to live-people who li ve on a heath. · The word 
is pronounced Hay-de-bo, with the accent on the first 
syllable. 



A Richly Embroidered Tea Cloth 

T 
HIS tea-cloth is shown on page 2. In work
. ing it do all the Hedebo before the laid 

work and eyelets, and work the Hedebo 
from the inner row outward, finishing with 

the edge. 
The detail ( Fig. 24) shows how bars and loops are 

thrown across a space, and refers particularly to the 

FIG. 24. DET AIL OF LARGE DIAMOND 
SPACE IN FIG. 28 

This is the upper part of Fig. 25 

large diamond 
space shown in 
the d i a g r a m, 
Fig. 25, a n d 
aga in in the 
worked detail, 
F ig. 28. In 
working loops 
a great deal of 
thinking ahead 
i s necessary. 
T his detail is 
worked as fol
lows, and can 
be ref erred to 
when the same 
method is used 
in succeedirig 
designs. F o r 
the first bar at 
the b o t tom 
ca rr y t h e 
t h r e ad from 
the right side 

. (A) . to the , left si de of the tip ( B), then for
ward to A, then to B, and buttonhole on the 
three threads to A. T opsew on this si de into 
the buttonholing of the edge to the beginning 
of the bar above ( C) , carry the thread into the 
middle stitch f the finished loop, then across to 
the left side of the buttonholed border of the medal
lion ( D), then forward to the middle, then forward 
to the same stitch in the right side of the border 
( C), then back to the middle stitch as before, then 
back to the lef t si de ( D), always catching the thread 
in the same stitch. Thus three threads are used. to 
f orm the f oundation of the two loops. N ow button
hole on the left-hand loop to its finish and on the 
right-hand loop to its fin "sh. Topsew . up the but
tonhole side to the osition of the right-hand bar 
above (E) , and make three loops, the first to the 
middle of the finished loop below, the next to the 
middle f the next finished loop, the next to the left
hand border edge (F) above the finished loop below. 
Carry another series of three loops to the right ( to 
E), catching the thread in exactly the same stitches 
and another seri es back to the lef t ( F) coinciding 
with these, thus giving the f oundation of three threads 
f or a row of three loops. Buttonhole back over these 
loops to the middie of the last one ( G), now carry 
back e). loop to the ieft to the middle of the middle 
loop in the preceding row, another to the middle of 
the next finished loop to the left ( H), back over these 
two stitches to the right ( G), then back to the left 
(H), buttonhole on these two loops to the middle 
or' the right-hand one (X) , loop the thread back to 
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the middle of the scallop at the Ieft,, forward' to X, 
back to the middle of the left scallop, and button
hole the three threads to X, continue the buttonholing 
down the f oundation threads of the scallop below 
to G, _ and onward to the edge at E, where you fasten 
off. This is the whole theory of the beautiful net
work of loops, the grouped scallops on edges, and all 
loop combinations. A carefuI" examination of the 
diagram, Fig. 24, Ìn connection with the above desctip
tion, wi 1 make the method of working very · clear. 

Figure 25 sho s the other end of this diamond 
shape and makes clear the rows of beading loops, and 
the three points which, as they are worked, are caught 
to the scallops shown in: the working detail, Fig. 24, 
and again in the worked section, Fig. '28. Ref er to 
Fig. 25 and begin the first row at the left (A) by 
working one beading stitch ( see Fig. 2, page 3), as 
shown in the cut, carry the thread onward to the 
right (B), and topsew back to the left, as sho~n in 
Fig. 3, page 3. (This is an important point in Hedebo 
embroidery, buttonhole stitches and loop stitches must 
be worked from left to right.) Now topsew up the 
left side of the diamond to the beginning of the next 
row of beading ( C), work the row of loops forward 
to D, topsew bac , topsew up the side of the diamond 
to the beginning of he next row of loops (E), and 
continue work as described until five rows of loops 
bave been placed. W hen the topsewing of the last 
row of loops is finished ( see F), space the row by 
the eye into thirds ( see Figs. 25 and 28) allowing one 
buttonhole stitch between the points. Buttonhole the 
beading as far as the right base of the first point, 
and work the point accoi:ding t6 the method shown 
in Fig. 4, page 4. When you reach the tip of the 
point, carry the thread to the buttonholed edge of 
the diamond ( G), twist back to the tip, carry thread 
to the scallop above 
(H), twist back, 
and topsew d o w n 
the s i d e of the 
point to its base. 
Now c ar r y t h e 
thread to H; twist 
back, and continue 
the buttonholing on 
the loops to the 
right base of the 
second point and 
work it as usual. G
W h e n the tip is 
reached catch the 
t h r e a d into the 
scallop above, and 
t o p s e w d'own the 
ri'ght side of the 
point as be f or e, 
carry the thread to 
K, twist back, and 
t h e n continue the 
buttonholing of the 
loops and work the 
t h i r d po in t as FIG. 25. D1AGRAM OF LARGE 
already described. DIAMOND SPACE IN FrG. 28 



When the tip of the third point is reached, work 
the ·twisted bars as you did on the first point, and 
topsew down its right side to the edge of the diamond 
and fasten off. 

A working diagram of the smaller diamond shape 
is shown in F ig. 250. The edge is fi rst buttonholed 

FIG. 250. 
DETAIL OF 
SMALL DIA

MOND SPACE IN 
FIG. 28 

as usual, and the scallop bars are 
worked as shown in Figs. 24 and 28. 
W ork , on the other end of the 
diamond is begun by putting in the 
rows of beading as in Fig. 250. Start 
at A, and carry the thread to B, top
sew back to A, topsew up the lef t si de 
of the diamond ,to e, work a row of 
beading to D, topsew back to C, and 
continue the rows of beading until E 
is reached. W ork the last row of 
beadil)g, topsew back, and buttonhole 
the beading as far as the right base of 
the first point; now work the point as 
usual, and when the tip is reached carry 
the th ead to the side of the diamond 
( see X) and catch it into a buttonhole 
sti eh, twist it back to the point, and 
then carry it to the side of the scallop 

above as shown in the diagram ; twist the thread 
back to th t ip of the point, topsew down the side of 
the point b ttonhole the beading to the middle of 
the space between the two points (see diagram), 
carry the thread to ,the middle of the scallop above, 
twist back, and continue buttonholing to the right 
base of the second point, work the point, put in the 
twisted· threads to the end of the scallop above and 

. the side of the diamond, ~psew down the right ·de 
of the point and fasten off. 

The filling of the large open paces of this 
tea-cloth may be seen by ref erence to the illustra
ti on on page 2 , and the working diagram, 
Fig. 26. The edge of the cut space is first 
buttonholed all around. Re er to Fig. 26 ; taking 
th longest edge of the cut space it will be seen that 
f our compi et scallop are caught into it, and at each 
end of this row of four scallops, a half-scallop extends 
to the side of the space. Carefully mark the position 
of the scal,lops by a bit of thread, so as to get them 
evenly spaced bef ore beginning work. Secure the 
thread at the right side of the space (A) at the 
proper distance · from. the bottom, and throw he 
thread to the left for the foundation of the row of 
scallops, catching it into the buttonholed edge of the 
space previously marked oft. When the eft of the 
space is reached, catch ti e thread into the s'de of 
the spaces at the right height ( B) , loop the thread 
for the scallops f rward to the starting point at the 
right, nd the to e left again. Now buttonhole 
the sca lops to the s arting point (A). Topsew back 
on the scallop a few stitches (see diagram), and carry 
three threads as before, for the second row of (five) 
scallops (A to B) which f orm the f oundation of a 
row of five points. Being at the left, buttonhole to 
the left base of the point ( D), carry the thread to 
R, twist back, and continue buttonholing to the right 
base of the point ( C), topsew back the length of the 
base of the point ( to D), and finish the point to 
the pro per height ; the points are lef t loose. When 
the tip of the point is reached, topsew down the right 
side and finish the buttonholing of the scallop; 
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proceed until the five points are worked, as in F ig. 26. 
:Now reverse the cut space which brings the narrow 

edge in position to be worked. Into this e~ge work 
a row of thirteen beading loops from left to right 
(see page 3), and 'then topsew them to the left., Now, 
still at the left (E), you begin to work the row o{ 
f our points. Buttonhole into the . beading loops as 
far as the right-hand side of the fl. rst point (F), top
sew back and work the point to the middle of the 
lef t si de ( G), w here you carry the thr ad to the 
tip of the first point in the row of points above. T hen 
carry the thread to the side of the space (H) , catch 
it into a buttonhole stitch of the edge, twist back to 
the tip, and then twist back to the side of the point 
being work d ( G) . Continue work acros the point, 
and when you reach the right (K) , carry the thread 
to the t'p of the second po'nt in the row above (N}, 
twist · back and continue work on the point until its 
tip ( ) is reached. Here you carry the thread to 
the r'ght base of the first point in the row above 
(X), twist back, and carry the thread to the lef t 
base of the second point in the row above (Y), 
wist back, and topsew down the right side of the 

point being worked, to its base ( F). N ow continue 
the buttonholing to the right-hand end of the second 
point (P), topsew back to F, and continue the point . 
until the middle of the left si de is reached ( S) , when 
the thread is carried to the tip of th second point 
in the row above at N, twist the thread back and 
work across to the right of the point (V), where the 
thread is carried to the tip of he third point in the 
row bove ; see W , twist back and continue the 
point until . the t ip is reached where you carry the 
thread to the r 'ght base of the point above ( + ),. 
twist back, and car,ry the thread to the left base of 
the third point in the rovi above (XX), twist back, 
topsew down the right side of . the poin~ to P, and 
continue work as described. . 

The working of the edge of this piece is not dif
ficult if the underlying principles · of H ede o are 
understood. Refer to Fig. 27, and beginning at A, 
work a row of beading loops ( see F ig. 2, page 3 , 
all round the piece. N ow topsew ba~k into the bead
ing ( see Fig. 3, page 3) , to the beginning (A). N ow 
buttonhole the beading as far as the right of the 
base of t e first . point (B ), topsew the length of the 
base of the point to the left, and work the point ( see 

ig. 4,' page 4) ~ when the tip of the point is reached, 
topsew down the right side to B, and buttonhole on 
the eading loops to the right of the base of the 
next point ( C) ; work this point and the next · as · 
before described., After you have topsewed the right 

FIG. 26. DIAGRAM FOR w ORKING LARGE SPACES I N 
TEA-CLOTH, No. 400, page 2 

Reverse this diagram when working the upper section 



side of the third point, continue butt~m
holing the beading until D is reached'. 
Now throw the thread for the two scallops, 
first to -E, then to F, to E, to D, to E, to 
F. Y ou are now in position to work the 
two scallops. Buttonhole over the three 
threads of the first scallop as far as the 
right base of the point at the centre of the 
scallop, ànd work the ~ ipoint as bef ore 
described. T opsew down the right si de 
of the point and buttonhole over the 
scallop threads to E, and continue the 
buttonholing on the opposite scallop 
to G; now throw the thread from G 

scallop j ust worked, then to X, f orward to 
the middle of the scallop again~ forward to 
K, back to the middle of the lower scallop, 
and then to X. Yo'u now have the three 
threads looped for two scallops. Being" at X 
you buttonhole the scallop to the right base of 
the point, make the point, topsew down its 
right side and continue to buttonhole the 
remainder of the scallop and up to about 

the middle of the second scallop. From 
this point you car.ry the thread to t e 
middle of the s llop at the left~ for-

ward to the right scallop, and back to 

to the first -scallop ( H), then to G, to FIG. 27. 
the left scallop. N ow 
buttonhole the t h r e e 
threads just looped for . 
the top scallop, working 
the three p<;>ints as you 
progress, as a 1 r e a d y 
described. When you 
reach the middle of 
the right-hand scallop 

H, where you begin to buttonhole the 
top scallop, working the three points 

DIAGRAM o 
W oRKING T H E 

as_ before described. When you 
reàc_h G, continue the button

ED E O• T 
LOTH, N 

holing on the scallop as far as 
the right base of the point, an 

pa 2 . Se 

worlç the point. · 
After the poiiìt is topsewed down the right side, finish 

the buttonhol"ng of the scallop to D. Now continue 
buttonholing down the beading, working the three 
points as you progress ( as before described), until O is 
reach d. ere you carry the thread across -the angle to 
the left for the scallop (se e diagram Fig. 27), f orward 
to O, back to the other side, and buttonhole the scallop 
threads forward to O. Now continue buttonholing on 
the loops to K, carry the_ thread to the middle of the 

.. 

FrG. 28. DETAIL OF CORNER OF TEA-CLOTH, No. 400, 

page 2. See -Figs, 24, 25, 25~, and 27 
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below, continue the buttonholing on that scallop. 
Make the point, topsew down its right side an con
tinue the buttonholing on the scallop to K, which 
brings you to the beading loops again ; rom this piace 
continue the buttonholing, points and scallops, as _ 
de.scribed, aU around the cl th. The tea-cloth is 
thirty-five inche uare. 

Althoug this tea-cloth ( o. 400) is elaborate in 
<lesi , it pres nts no difficulties in working which 
cannot be overcome by the worker who has thoro~ghly 
mastered the principles of Hedebo embroidery as 
clearly explained on pages 3 to 7 inclusive. In prepar
"ng to work this piece it would be well to work the 
filling of each space very· caref ully on a scrap of 
cloth, in order to be sure that every step of the work 
is fully understood bef ore the tea-cloth is und r 
taken. Only in this way can one who is n t ex
perienced in the wo-rk arrive at satis ac ory results. 
If it should not seem desirabl o atte t uch a lar 
piece of work at first, th motifs ould be diff rently 
arranged on a smaller pie e, or the esign of the 
o ter row of work, wedge-shap sections anèl dia
monds, ould be us'ed alone f or a cloth or the ends 
of a carf or ta le runner. T he edge could be 
simplifi d also, by the omission of the beading and 
scallops, a row of the points alone giving a pretty 
fi ish and being easy of execution. Another vafia
tion f or an edge could be made by using a row of single 
scallops, or single scallops and points could alternate. 

A luncheon-set of centrepiece and doilies could be 
decorated in a very attractive manner by the use 
of the two diamonds, large and small, which are so 
eff ectively used in the tea-cloth. The two diamonds 
could alternate around the centrepiece with · an ar
rangement of eyelets or solid work between them, 
and the circular edge could show points, single scal
lops or groups of three or four, or a handsome com
bination of the scallops and points. Beading is 
always pleasing for edge decoration, but points and 
scallops could be worked directly into the buttonholed 
edge of a piece if preferred. After the completion 
of such a_ beautiful cloth as this, one will probably 
want to work napkins to match. These could bave a 
diamond in one corner and an edge of tiny points or 
scallops would form an appropriate edge. 



A Beautiful Handkerchief Case 

T
HIS handkerchief case is made of fine linen 

and the Hedebo, therefore, must be worked 
with much care. N othing can be daintier 
than this work done in fine linen thread on 

a sheer fabric. Often the coarse Hedebo on a heavy 
linen can be done with no hacking, that is, without 
being '"basted either to thick paper or to oilcloth, but 

FIG. 29. DETAIL OF 
L EAF 

FIG. 30. DETA L OF 
L EAF 

for work on such fin fabric it is m eh better to do 
the backin . 

The o oid leave of th tr foil are first run, cut, 
tur ed ba k and edg with the buttonhole, and the 
open spaces ar filled in as f ollows : Pian so that the 
buttonholing stops at the top to the left in position 
to start the row of loops which is carried across the 
top of . the leaf, as shown in Fig. 29. Topsew back, 
divide this row by the eye 'into thirds 
and f orm the points. The founda
tion buttonholing of the first point is 
shown in Fig. 30. When the top 
of the first one is reached carry a 
long thread to the base of t e 
leaf and over e this ack to 
the top of th point ; s e Fig. 
31. Then op w down the right 
sid of the fi rst point, a d there 

1oul be room b tween eàch 
point o plac one buttonhole 
stit . N ow make the f oundation 
buttonholing f or the second point and 
pro ed as before. If rather fine 
thread is used it will take about 
twenty-three buttonhole stitches to 
cross the loops as a f oundation for 
~he points ; Fig. 32 shows the fin
ished leaf. 

The edge around the cas 1s a 
beautiful one, first a beadi g of 
loops ·is made int the turned-back 
buttonholed dg , th a oint is 
ma e, th threa arri d down the 
side a about three buttonhole 
stitches are taken into the beading, 
then another point. Fromt.:t:he top _ 
of this second point carry a thread 
back to the top of 'the fi rst point, 
back to the second into the same 
stitch, back to the first; in this 
gtoup of three threads buttonhole to 
the middle of the loop, making a 
picot at this middle of the connect
ing loop; continue buttonholing to 
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the•-second p0int, then topsew down the side of the 
point along the beading and f orm the next point, 
carry the thread from the point of this third point 
back to the point of the second, and so on as be
f ore. This edge is very delicate in fine thread and 
very rich in coarse thread. The bow-knots are closely 
laid embroidery, making a pretty contras to the open-

FIG. 31. DETAIL OF' 
LEAF . 

FIG. 32. DETAIL OF 
LEAF 

' -
work. The case ' is eight and one-half inches · square. 
These tref oils can · be used in various ways in the 
ornamentation of househ,old linen. Their ada tation 
to a luncheon set suggests many possibi 'ti s as t their 
arrangement on • the centrepiece and d ilies with -Or 
without the bow-knots. A tea cloth is also ug e·, ·ve 
f or this design, and the ,beautif 1 edge uld make a 
finish both harmonious and attractive. '·· 

No. 40 1 



A Beautiful H edebo T ray Cloth 

T
HE egg-shaped motif is one .. of - the most 
popular in Hedebo- , but the ways in which 

- it can be filled are without number. The 
crown motif which connects the larger 

motif is of the royal Danish pattern. The section 
of the work, Fig. 33, shows the motifs very clearly, 
but it is necessary to make a few suggestions as to 
where we shall start. 

In the egg-shaped medallion (Fig: 35) begin at the 
point and . to . buttonhole · the edge work round to 
the point again, then topsew up to the left side, throw 
a thread across the space to the same height on the 
right side; carry · another thread back, buttQnhole on 
these to withln. two stitches of the right side, topsew 
five stitches -to the · left, buttonhole back to , the right 

. ' ' 

FIG. 33. CoRNER OF TRAY CLoTH, No.' 402 

si de' an'd proceed with the next rows to . f o m· the 
poi,:tt. , Finish this point to · the tip, ca . ry the thread 
from · the tip to the side border about half way 
down and having turn~d the work make a series 
of . loops all .th~ way roun the large ·n er edge 
o.f the medallion to the · same . heig t on the right 
si de as on the left. Catch to the . point ( see Fig. 35), 
topsew back into t he loops, buttonhole into the loops 
aU aro nd, thus .completing the dng. Topsew down 
the -si of the point to the border and fasten off 
thread. 
· The detail, Fig. 34, shows how the little circle in the 
centre of the group of the medallion is done. It is 
formed by f our pairs of loop . stitche$ carri e<;[ round 
the . buttonholéd edge. The next step is to topsew 
these· loops and then buttonhole· _ them. 

The crown moti f ( see Fig. 33) is worked from the 
base; first make the border, butfonhole . a row _of Ks 
(see " page !;) - across " th~ base, then ' a .row of loops 
topsewed and buttonholed on the top. I..t will be neces-

sary to · pick up two stitches to 
the · lef t, and throw over the 
long thread to the left for the 
loop to f orm the base of the 

· points. · Carty the thread t9 the 
right, and then to the left, thus 
placing three threads on which 
buttonhole back to the right. . 
Here is another case where thi 
loop must be topsewed i 1 th 
way bac e since the ne t row of 
loops must tart from the left, 
topsew .back on these loops and FIG. 34. DETAIL oF 
f orm the threè points. Divide FIG. 33 
the distance you bave· by· the 
eye int three, aUowing f or a stitch betweèn each point 
and two at each end. Fasten the first point to the side 
border when the top is reached, topsew back and down 
the side of the point, form the next point and its 
two rays. W ork down the si de to the base and f orm 
the third point, finish off on the border. 

The round motif in the side points · s nicely sug
gested in thf! detail, F ig. 36. - After b rdering the 
circle with the row of buttonhole stit hes work in a 
row of Ks, see page 5. N otice in the d tail how 
the first K mu be incompl t unti! the ast stitch 
in the next two row is taken. Buttonhole around 
the top edge of this row of Ks, then form six loops 
and topsew these ·and lastly work down to the first 
K and complete it. As the Hedebo worker says, 
''always leave one stitch ,unfinished (the fi rst one), 
'so you can get out." The edge "is a series of points 
and scallops, and is clearly shown in Fig. 33, a help
ful detail being given in ·F ig. 36, and full directions 
below. The picot on the scallops in Hedebo is al ay 
made by one_ top stitch to the left and one buttonhole 
stitch in the top stitch, to the right. 

The little stars of solid e broidecy· are worked 
around eyelets with rad· a ing stitche . T hes are clone 
in cotton which lies at to the fabric better .than linen 
thread. Be careful in these sta motif s to _ keep the 
little points shélrp. Do the yelets first, · and work 
up against them wi h the laid stitches. The small 
tref oi s ar underlaid a little. This cloth measures 
I i ches by 19 inches. 

Ref erring again to the edge of this piece, a detailed 
description of the manner of 
working may be helpful to the 
worker who is not fulty adept 
in the methods of Hedebo em
broidery. Ref er to Fig. 33, page 
12, which $hows a corner of No. 
402, and in connection look at 
the detail, Fig. 36, page 13. This 
detail shows' the buttonholing 
already done around the piece. 
Begin work at A, Fig. 36. 
Fasten the thread at A, and 

· topsew the edge of the piece to 
B. . N ow carry the thread from 

- B' to A, f orward to B, back to 
A. Buttonhole the three founda
tion threads to the middle of 

o 
FIG. 35. DETÀIL OF 

FIG. 33 
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with a Border 
the s e a 11 o p , 
top se w back 
one stitch, take 
a butt o n h o 1 e 
stitch to t h e 
right into it 
( this f orms the 
picot), and 
continue to 
buttonhole the 
scallop to the 
end at B. Now 
continue t o p
s e w in g the 
e d g e to e, 
carr y the 

FIG. 36. D ETAIL OF E:iJGE OF No. 402 . hread . b~ck to 
See Fig. 3 X, t o B, f or-

ward o X, to 
C, back to X, to · . ow butt nhole about one-third 
of the scallop and ork the picot as shown ; then 
buttonho e the s allop until is reached. From D 
carry t e .thread to O, fo rward o D, back to O, 
thus laying the thr e f oundation threads f or the top 
scallop. uttonhole from O to the . middle of t'he 
scallop, make the picot, continue the ·puttonhole stitch 
to D and down to C. N ow topsew the edge to K, 
carry the thread for scallop back to e, forward to K, 

• 

N eedlepoint l ll 

back to C. Buttonhole the scallop threads to K. N ow 
refer to Fig. 33 and locate your position on. th~ left 
side of the edge. T opsew the edge a few stitches 
until the beginning of the .point is reached. Now 
buttonhole the edge to the .right length f or the base 
of the point, work the p9int, topsew down its right 
side, and continue to topsew until the right-hand end 
of the scallop is teached. Then loop th thread back 
for the fi rst foundation thread of the scallop, f orward 
to the right, · and back to th left. N ow· buttonhole 
the scallop t o the middle, make the picot as before 
described, and con in e buttonholing the scallop to 
the end. A fter topsewing a sti eh or two you are 
ready .to begin the first point of the row of five as 
shown in F ig. 33. W ork these points as before 

escribed, t psewing a . stitch or two between each 
point as tbe .spacing . permits. · A.fter .. the fif th point 
i ~ worked and topsewn down tlie right side, topsew 
the edge to the right of the scallop, throw the thread 
three times , as already described and buttonhole the 
scallop, working a picot in the middle as usual.. Top
sew a stitch or two and proceed to work the nine 
po1nts w hich follow. Afte r the ninth poirit cornes the 
topsewing to the right of the scallop. A fter this is 
worked in the usual way, work the five points. Then 
f ollows a scallop, then -a point, and af ter ~opsewing 
a stitch or two yo find yourself at A again, F ·g. 36, 
where you contirlue the wor as shown in No. 402. 

No. 402 

I 
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A Very Beautiful Example of Hedebo 

T
RE set given on this and the two following 
pages shows the most beautiful results of 
Hedebo possible. Both in the detail of the 
design and in composition this centrepiece 

i perf ectly exqms1te. The centrepiece, No. 403, 
measures about thirty-two inches in diameter so that 
it i large enough to have dignity. T oo often elabor
ate desio-ns are spoiled by being adapted to pieces too 
mall to carry them. When we have great richness 

of desio-n unless it is also most delicate as in the 
ca e of choice lace, we need some size to carry it. 
H edebo is not usually fine in the ense that very 
delicat threads are used. It has body enough both 
a to thread and the fabric on which it is worked to 
make it substantial. The symmetry of the whol i 
very lovely and the symmetry of each sect'on also 
apparent when we examine it c osely. r h 
has in it some of th motif of the Dagmar desio-n 
and some of the ope hagen. The styl s in thi 
modern work r not v ry clo ely adhered to since 
modern orkers bave mixed t ie motifs very freely. 
In the antique d bo ertain m t ifs seem always to 
hav b e I- pt tobet er. 

I t is be in this centrepiece t o begin with the inner 
ircle o medallions 

(see F ig. 37) and 
embroider all the e 
fi r st. Carry a line 
of running stitches 
ali the way around 
the circle, clip, turn 
back the linen and 
buttonhole over th · 
outline. N ext ut in 
the row of be ding, 
one lo p in ev ry 

h · r but onh le 
t p e on stitch i -
to each 1 op, then 
commence to button
hol on these loops. 

uttonhole f o u r 
stitches, topsew back 
three as the fi r t step 
in forming the point, 
b u t t o n h o 1 e two, 
work back and but
tonhole one, work 
down the sid of thi 
1ittle point ntil the 
b a in 1 r eacLed, 
and ontiime the 
buttonh ling a n d 
points as shown in 
the i 11 u s t r a t ion. 
Next form the row 
of .K one between 
each point. The 
method of working 
the K beading 1s 
described on page 
5 ; finish this w heel 

14 

by the crossed twi ted threads cau ·h into the button
holing of the Ks, and w av a littl wh 1 in the centre, 
to hold the twisted thr ads t th r. 

The mall triangl s b tw n th ( 
F ig. 37) are mad by throwin 1 
the corners, buttonholing on th m, 
ing and connectin th 
twi ted thread . Th 1 n 
37) charact ri tic f th 
rather simple 
ing round th 
on the ba o wh'ch t 
th poir ts in the 
of ea h ne to th 1 a , n xt, 
al fiv ar nish d. Th p ints are fa t n d t the 
I posit ide of the 1 af by th ir tip , or by twi t d 

threads, a they ar compl t d. In the ntre of 
the edge scallop the m tif f rm d f ht h art 
( see F ig. 37) is charact ri ti of the a mar d -
sign. The buttonholino- h uld top and fini h on 
the left-hand ide near he b tt m of the h art wh re 
the thread is thrown a r arry th tl r · d ba k 
and butt nhole the bar, f rm th I 
buttonhole back to th righ t si e 

No. 403 
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FIG. 37. SECTION OF No. 403 

Some of tbese motifs are used in Nos. 404, 405, 
and 406 

the point, topsew back and work the point, fasten it 
to the indented point of the heart, topsew down the 
right-hand side of the point, and finish the. button
ho e on the bar to t e edge. 

The wh el in the centre of these hearts (see Fig. 
37) is wor ed as follows : first btittonhole as usual 
and form a row of Ks (see page 5), buttonhole over 
the upper edge of these, forming the four points 
as the buttonholing proceeds. Attach the ends of 
the points together with twisted threads, thus form
ing the little diamond in the middle. . 

The lacy triangular sections between the scalloped 
sections are worked as follows : First bu tonhole the 
edges of the two bands of materiai above and below 
the points, and work th thr e yelets in the band. 
Then at the smaller end of the ut space carry three 
loops across, t psew back, f orm another row of loops, 
topse ba k, and so on ntil the space is filled with 
the twel rows of loops; fasten the last row to the 
buttonho ed edge of the eyelet band. N ext make the 
point on the band with the three eyelets. After the 
point is finished, reverse the work and put a row of . 
Ks into the button.holed edge of the narrow band 
( to work Ks see page S), topsew to the left, but
tonhole across the Ks to the position at the right 
side of the point, topsew back to the left side of 
the point, and work the buttonholing for the base . 
of the point; continue work until the point meets the 
one above it and fasten the two together. Now · 
put in the row of beading (nine loops) on each side 
of the space in the usual way, add the group of three 
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scallops as the buttonholing is put into the loops 
(to work scallops see page 5). After the middle 
buttonhole stitch of the top scallop is worked, carry 
the thread to the joining of the two points, twist it 
back, and proceed with the buttonholing. Y ou now 
work toward the edge of the piece again. Put the 
:first row of loops into the buttonholing of the band, 
topsew across and work two more rows ; topsew the 
last ,row as usual, and on it work a ow of button
holing for: the foundation of the row of Ks to follow. 
Buttonhole a.cross the Ks and fini h the section with 
a group of fifteen scallops. The principle of wo king 
groups of scallops is given on page 5. The only thing 
necessary to plan for in making groups of scallops, 
is the fa t that one ( from right to left), three, or 
five-thread loops must be carri.ed across in order to 
begin the buttonholing at the left. It would be well 
to use three f oundation threads f or scallops that fin
ish an · edge in order to ·give firmness to the work. 
Put the tin~ picots into the outside scallops as the 
buttonholing is worked. 

The edge of the large scallop, Fig. 37, is simply 
worked. The buttonholed edge being previously 
worked, hold the edge upward and begin work on 
the first point at its left side, in the usua ay. When 
the tip is reached, topsew down the right .side, and 
topsew the buttonholed edge to the end of the second 
scallop on the edge. N ow loop the thread ba k f or 
the two scallops, then to the right, then to the, left. 
Now begin to buttonhole the scallop, and when half
way up the ide put in a tiny picot, and continue 
buttonholing until the middle of the second scallop 
is reached. N ow carry the thread back to the middle 
of the first scallop, then f orward, then back, f or 
the foundation of the top scallop, and buttònhole this 
scallop, putting a picot in the centre. When the top 
of the second scallop is reached, finish the buttonhol
ing down its right side, putting in the picot as illus
trated. Now topsew to the beginning of the next 
point, ànd continue work as desc:ib~d. In work
ing the next group of scallops ( s1x m the group) 
remember to topsew the dge to the right of the 
third scallop on the edge, so that the throwing of 
the three hreads f or the foundation of the three 
scallops will bring you at the left for buttonholing. 
The three f oundation threads for the scallops make 
fi rmer work. 

T e small and large doilies · N os. 405 and 4o6 show 
the sa.me design somewhat simplified, but without the 
introduction of any. new motifs. The little figure in 
the corner of the tea napkin, No. 404, is also a sug-

. No. 404 
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. gestion from th~ design of the large piece. The diame
ters of these pieces are as f ollows : No. 403, thirty-tWo 
inches ; No. 4o6, twelve inches ; No. 405, six inches. 

These designs could be adapted to a runner and 
long narrow doilies very readily. Even one who does 
not know much about drawing could adapt a design 
~omposed òf clear motifs. The way to do this would 
be to trace the more solid point in the · centre of the 
end of the runner and doily, and then to trace the lace 
points on each side of it, finishing with a solid point 
on each side. Draw one-half · the design, fold the 
paper over and trace for the other half of the end. 

Some pretty arrangemeht of the little circles . and 
wedge-shaped motifs shown a:t the centre of the 
centrepiece could be arranged on the straight for the 
work on the runner. In the case of a long runner 
single motifs from this lovely little border could be 
scattered throughout the length of the runner to the 
embroidered ends. The elaborate scalloped dge of 
the large centrepiece, No. 403, offers suggestions for it 
adaptation to other shapes. runn r or a square cloth 
would carry such an edge effectively. T he edge .of 
the piece should first be buttonhol d in the Hedeho 
stitch, and the group of fifteen scallops in No. 403 
could alternate with. the smaller · roup of ten scallops 
in No. 4o6, thus giving ·a pleasing variety. Another 
variatio.n ' could be made by a group or two of the 
three scallops, and the group of six scallops, as shown 
in No. 403; could also find a place. Points of various 
sizes would make a pleasing addition to such an edge, 
and .suggestions · f or their disposal will be f ound by · 
a careful study of No. 403 and No.· 4o6. All the 

. pieces of this set are rich in . suggestions, . and the 

. No. 4o6 
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No. 405 

capable worker will find delightful employment in the 
adaptation of the · motifs to· other shapes. 

It is a very pretty idea to make initials or mono
grams on these runnei-s or to f orm a large cirde with 
a narrow border of Hedebo in which n i 1itial or a 
monogram may be enclosed. Hedebo mo ograms are 
very unusual and interestfog, and the worker h is 
in search of something novel in this line will find 
helpful suggestions on page 25. Somehow the French 
monogram .unless small and inconspicuous is rather out 

f ke ping with this o enwork. It is, therefore, a 
good idea to surround a monogram Witb a Hedebo 
setting, or use some cutwork in the letters themselves. 

This table-set would be very 
beautiful if it were worked on 
a light shade of natural color 
linen or a deep ere m linert. 
The effect of the white thr~ad 
on the · brown or cr am shade 
is very lovely. t makes the 
open rk bave a r icher ff et 
and sh ws up the eed1epoint 
stitches to great advantage. 
n our white embroidery, if 

we would remember · this more 
often we would get a more 
clearly artistic effect. A linen 
a little off the white always 
seems nearer to the originai 
idea of these ne· ed 1 e po in t 
decorations. N a tu r a 11 y one 
would pref er a perf ectly white 
centrepiece on a white table
cloth, but f or a mahogany 
table a slightly tinted linen is 
very pleasing. N othing could 
be prettier for a luncheon-table 
than a centrepiece and doilies 
in linen of a tint like brownish 
ivory, embroidered with white 
in Hedebo. Numerous motifs 
could be f ound among the 
pieces in this book, and their 
adaptation would prove a pleas
ing ta.sk. The tinted linen is 
also most effective f or a 
dresser-scarf and pincushion . . 
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A Combination of . Eyelet and 
Hedebo Work 

E
YELETING is a style of embroidery quite 

apart from cutwork, yet in method it is really 
a cutwork, except when the materiai is very 
fine the eyelets may be punche<l with the 

stiletto. Eyelets as large as these should be cut on 
the diagonal of the circles, the tips of the linen points 
thus f ormed should be cut off, then a further clipping 
done nearly up to the line of run-in stitches, that is, 
nearly up to the outline around which has been run 
a row of stitches. N ow push back the clipped linen 
under the edge to the wrong side and topsew the 
edge thus made firm with small close tight stitches. 

The vein in a leaflet is f ormed by bringing the 
parallel stitches so dose together as to form a groove 
through the centre between them. An underlay should 
first be worked, over whi h the stitches are very firmly 
placed. Underlay the. scallops with one row of chain 
stitch. Often a round centrepi ce is very difficult to 
launder so that the circle will be perfectly round. 
The way to avoid an inaccuracy of this sort is to 
launder and press the linen perfectly straight before 
stamping the design. If it is true, even unskilful 

No. 407 
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P G. 38. DETAIL F B uTTERFLY IN No. 407 

laun ering will ot make it- draw, since the tendency 
of the linen is to come straight. 

Figure 38 shows the Hedebo in the wings of the 
butterfly, and it is evident that the work may be 
started at either end of the wings with the exception 
of the cross, which is filled in afterwards. After 
completing the buttonhole edge, work the bars, bead
ing, and points, first on one end of the wing and then 
on the other. When the tips of the points are reached 
fasten each one into the tip of the finished one op
posite. When the last one is finished work down the 
side of it with over-and-over stitches until the but

tonholed edge of the medal
lion is reached, where the 
thread may be finished off. 
This is the rule in alJ 
Hedebo, get back to the edge 
to f asten off the thread, but 
in an invisible way. Refer 
once again to Fig. 38. 
When the tip of the point 
in progress in the small 
wing is reached, it is joined 
to the point above, the 
rig t side is topsewed and 
th thread f astened off. 

o. 407 shows that the 
large wing has two rows 
of opposing points at the 
upper end. The detail, 
Fig. 38, shows the first 
point of the lower row 
in progress. After t h e 
three points are worked, 
reverse the space and put 
in the three threads f or the 
bar, buttonhole the bar, 
work the beading, then the 
three points, joining them 
to the points above as the 
work progresses. Bullion 
stitch is used over the body 
of the butterfly. The thread 
is wound a number of times 
over the needle and slipped 
to the fabric bef ore the · 
needle is sent bàèk through 
the materiai. This piece 
is twenty-four inches in 
diameter. 
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Heart-Shaped Handkerchief Case 

T HIS heart-shaped handkerchief 'case is an 
exquisite piece of work. · It is. ·embroidered 
on handkerchief linen and the work is done 
in fine linen thread. It should be very care

ftilly made tip in order to carry out its beauty in every 
way. The back is the same ·shape and the case is open 
at the top. All but two of the sections of the centre 
design are bordered with the beading. This makes 
a more lacy eff ect. /. 

The piéots on the points ( see 

FIG . . 39. DETAlL OF EDGE 
OF No. 4o8 

Fig. 41) are a good 
deal of very 
careful w o r k, 
but they add 
much to the 
beauty of the 
piece. They are 
m ade t h us: 
Form the first 
row of button-
hole stitches or 

base of the point, oversew back Into the last stitch 
make a buttonhole stitch, do not draw it up tao tight, 
take another buttonhole stitch into the one just ·· made, 
and into the side of the picot thus formed topsew one 
stitch which brings the thread back ready for the 
next row of buttonhole stitches of the point, topsew 
back and f orm another picot in the last loop of the 
topsewing. This picot is made just as ~~f ore of two 
buttonhole stitches, the second into the first with an 
over-stitch in the side. Continue until the point i s 
finished. Then into the side of the point take the.first 
over-stitch, into this same stitch to form the picot take 

. a buttonhole stitch, and intò this buttonhole stitch take 
another, into this picot take a n over-stitch into its . side, 
then make an over-stitch into the side of the point, 
into this form another picot, and so on until the base. 
is reached. The section of the work (Fig. 41) shows 
these points with their little picots very clearly. 

Frc. 41. S ECTION OF HA NDKERCHIEF CASE, No. 4o8. 
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The lower oval medallion in the centrai group of 
motifs is most clearly illustrated in the detail Fig. 40. 

After the edge of the rpedallion is buttonholed, throw 
the usual threads across · 
the lower end o f the 
rtiedallion to f otm the 
tfo'undation f or the but
tonholed bar. Button
hole over these threads 
from left to r.ight, tòpsew 
to the posi ti on f or the 
second bar .and str~tch 
the threads as usual 
, ( three threads) f or the 
foundation of the bar, ~~~~ 
fasten thread. N ow re-
verse the medallion and 
put iri the two bars at 
the ·other end, exactly as 
lhe two bars j ust finished 
were_ worked. When you 
have finished the button
holing of the second bar, 
at the right, topsew up 
the edge of the medal-:
lion a f ew stit es un-

r->."' .LJV 

til you arrive at the F DETAlL OF OvAL 
piace f or the beginning IGS~~E. See Fig. 41 
of the row · of bead- , 
ing Ioops (see F ig. 40, X). This row of thirty-six 
loops is worked into the sides of the medallion as 
shown in Fig. 40, and across both of the long button
holed bars at the ends of the -medallion. After the row . 
of loops is put in, topsew . them all around and then· 
work the row of buttonholing into the loops as shown 
in the detaiL N ow put in the long cross d lines of 
twisted threads, spacing them as shown in Fig. 40, · and 
proceed te> wòrk the star of four points in the centre. 

Ref er to Fig. 40, and begin the 
star of four points. Carefully ob
serve the spacing of the points of 
the star on the crossed twisted 
threads, and f asten the thread at 
A, carry it to B ( with a slight 
curve to give the ring effect), then 
carry it back to A, thus giving two 
threads for the f oundation of the 
point, and bringing the thread in 
position at the left f or buttonhol
ing the bar. Buttonhole over the 
bar to B, topsew the buttonholing 
to the left, and buttonhole and top
sew altemately (as .explained . on 
.page 3) : until the tip of the point 
reaches the buttonholed edge of the 
medallion where · it is secured by a 
stitch into the puri of the · button
hole stitch. N ow topsew down the 
right side of the point just made, to 
B, and curve the thread to D, then 
back to B, thus laying the foundation 

See Fig. 40 threads for the second star. Pro-
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Exq uisitely Embroidered 1n 
• Hedebo 

ceed to work as in the fir st point, and when the tip 
is reached, carry the thread to e, catch it in a button-

. hole puri of the bar, twist the thread back to the tip 
of the point and topsew down the right side of the point 
to the base, at D, and thus bring the threads in position 
f or the f oundation curved bar of the third point. Carry 
the thread to E, back to .D, and proceed to work the 
point, catching the tip into the middle of the button~ 
holed edge of the medallion as in working the first 
point of the star. Now topsew down the right side 

,. 

as the Hedebo buttonhole stitch is worked upward. 
The wreath of rings around the edge of the sachet 

is worked first with a beading of Ks, as explained 
on page 5; then a buttonholed simple beading finishes 
to the centre: 

The beautiful edge, so fine and dainty, is first a bead
ing of Ks with finely buttonholed scallops ea h over 
two Ks, as shown in Fig. 39. This detail shows the 
scallops being worked while the buttonholing of t e 
Ks is in progress. The buttonholing proceeds on the 

/ 

No. 408 

-0f the po; t t E, thus bringing the thread into position 
for laying the threads for tJ:ie foundation of the fourth 
(and last) point of the star. Carry the thread to A, 
back to E, and on these two threads proceed to work 
the point. When the tip is reached, carry the thread to 
F in the buttonholed bar above, twist it back to the tip, 
.and then topsew down the right side of the point, thus 
reaching A, where the point was started; this completes 
the filling of the medallion. As one looks at the illus
tration, Fig. 40, the buttonholed bar, C, is below the 
:point; ·. but in working, _ the bar is above the point, 

Ks until the pos1t1on for the right-band end of the 
scallop is reached · ( see A), then the thread is carrièd 
to B, then back to A, back to B, thus bringing the 
thread to the left for buttonholing over the three 
threads to A. From A · the buttonholing is continued 
along .the Ks until the position of the right-hahd end 

· of the ~next scallop is reached; proceed with the work 
as dèscribed. The· case measu;.es 13 inches by 14 inches. 
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The illustrations of this piece of work show· the 
stitchery very clearly, and one can work oU:t the entire 
pattern without the least difficulty. · .-



A Richly · Embroidered Tea Cosy 

AT EA COSY is a very decorative, and at the 
same time, at least to the minds of some, a 
useful article; in any case it affords a good 
surface for needlework decoration. There 

are some lace fillings in this embroidery and severa! 
stitches not used in other work. The long leaves, for 
instance (see No. 409), are veined with weaving. To 
do this it is necessary to baste the linen to stiff paper, 
carry the thread from tip to base of the leaf, then 
back again to the tip, take f our or five weaving stitches 
over thesc threads until the first pair of side veins are 
reached. The weaving is one of the most beautiful 
lace methods and is done by an alternate over stitch 
at the right, then over the long stitch at the left, each 
time coming up in the centre between the two stitches 

stitches taken across into the beading, which has fir st 
been carried around the crescents which form the 
motif. It might seem at first sight that this . vein 
could not be brought to the gracef ul curve, but when 
we remember that we must first baste the ground 
material to paper we see that we can guide the vei 
in any direction we wish. It is, in fact, drawn into 
piace as the side stitches are worked. Nate that the 
beading which edges the sections of this must be 
worked bef ore the centre is don e. 

The heart, a motif so much used in H edebo, is 
very beautif ully filled ( see No. 409). The two 
straight bands are left in the linen, and buttonholed 
on both edges. The star of six points is worke<l 
separate and the rved buttonholed brides connecting 

No. 409 

or threads. This work makes a woven ( over and 
· undér) line. When about half an inch of the work 

has been done, carry a stitch to the side buttonholed 
border, oversew on this back to the vein, then carry 
another ·stitch to the apposite side, oversew back to 
the centre, weave another space and continue on down 
the vein, thus weaving a pretty centre vein with its 
pairs of side veins forming a lacy filling to the leaf. · 

The two bu<l-like motifs at the top of the cosy (see 
No, 409) are also done in weaving with pairs of si de 
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the tips of the points are worked after the star is 
made. To begin the star wind the thread into a ring 
of three or f our strands, large enough to form the 
foundation for .the six points. After the ring is but
tonholed, work a point in the usual way, topsew down 
its right side and work the next point, and so on 
until the stat:' is ,completed. But instead of topsewing 
down the side of the last point, carry the thread 
(slightly curved) to the tip of the next point to tifo 
right, back to the tip of the point just worked, thus 
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with a Quaint Floral Device 

-

FIG. 42. SECTION OF No. 409 

giving t h e two 
thr~ds w h i e h 
a r e buttonholed 
to the point to 
t h e right ; con
tinue the button
holed loops from 
point to point as 
described, until 
t h e s i x points 
are connected at 
their tips by the 
1 o op s.. No w 
work the row of 
beading in t e 
m i d d 1 e of the 
star. Note that 
t w o stitches of 
the beading are 
t ak e n in the 
base of eac h 
point of the star, 
twelve stitches 
in ali. T opsew 

and buttonhole the beading, thus completing the star. 
The edge of the heart and the bars of linen in 

the heart having been buttonholed, baste the work onto 
stiff paper and then secure the star to the paper exactly 
in the middle of the space between the linen bars. N ow 
secure the thread on the left at the bottom f the 
heart ( see No. 409), thrdw the thread across to the 
opposi te si de, then back to the lef t, buttonhole a f ew 
stitches over the threads, which will bring you to the 
right of the little point, work he point and attach the 
tip to the loop above between the points of the star; 
then topsew down the right of the little point just 
made, and complete he buttonholing to the edge of 
the heart, topsew along the edge of the heart until 
apposite the point of the star and carry the thread 
to the tip of the point, twist it back, and proceed with 
the topsewing until the position f or beginning the 
next little point is reached ; continue the work around 
the star as described. The way in which the upper 
sections of the heart are worked is obvious. The 
beading is f ormed first and finished with the usual 
topsewing and buttonholing. Then the group of three 
scallops with their points is orked as il ustrated, the 
points being attached by twisted threads to the sur
rounding beading as shown in the illustration. 

The small hearts at the base of the cosy (see No. 
409) also show a section of linen, as do the corner 
flower f orms, one being show.n in Fig. 42. This is 
rather an unusual treatment and adds quaintness to 
the eff ect. The little basket ( see No. 409) is very 
clever, showing a good deal of suggestive feeling. 
The open top, that is, the six rings with their picots, 
are made first, singly, then the beading is made around 
the edge and as it is finally buttonholed the rings and 
picots are attached. Buttonhole ali the way round the 
base of the basket, then make the lower row of bead
ing and work the Ks as the buttonhole edge of this 
beading proceeds. I t is possible to put the Ks in after 
the beading is finished, but the other way is more 
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skilful. The K beadi11g is described on page 5. 
The two crescents over the heart-shaped motif (see 

No. 409) are unusual and a little puzzling as to method. 
Buttonhole half the way round, . complete the upper 
row of points on this buttonhole, ' then buttonhole the 
distance of one point, f orm the point, atta eh to the 
opposi te point, topsew up half the lef t si de to this 
upper point, carry the thread back to the middle of the 
left side of the lower point, back again, buttonhole on 
these two threads to the middle of the left side of 
the lower point. Now on ,the wrong side of this lower 
point work the thread back to the right side of the 
lower point j ust opposite. Carry one thread up to the 
middle of the upper point, buttonhole back, topsew 
down the side of this lower point and proceed to get 
into position for the next point by btittonholing along. 
the lower edge of the crescent. Continue until all 
the edge is filled with the six points. 

The ray-like flower (see Fig. 43) is buttonholed 
all the way round each section. Throw the threads 
for the loops, which make connected circles round the 
flower, across the sections, and buttonhole them, next 
make the beading, and finally put in the points which 
are attached to the top of the sections by twisted 
threads. 

The flower in Fig. 42 shows simple work. Button
hole ali the edges, and then work the centre with one 
butt n o led bar and four connecting points. N ext 
work the side section. First put in the beading, topsew 
and buttonhole it, then work the points, connecting 
them to the beading apposite by twisted threads. The 
two eyelets in the flower are worked in the usual way, 
then the edges of the three circles are buttonholed 
and the rows of 
beading worked. 

The edge van
dykes have three 
points and between 
the vandykes are 
four scallops, three 
having picots. The 
beading is made of 
t r i a n g u 1 a r cut 
spaces at e q u a 1 
distances a p a r t, 
buttonh o 1 e d all 
the way round, 
with a point on the 
base pointing out
ward attached with 
two long twisted 
threads to the top. 
Figure 43 shows 
how the ribbon is 
s 1 i p p e d through 
over the plain space 
and u n d e r t h e 
point. The beading 
is suggestive. This 
e o s y is twelve 
inches high a n d 
fifteen inches long 
at the base. FIG. 43. SECTION OF No. 409 
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A Beautiful Runner or Scarf 

A 
DEEP cleft scalloped or pointed edge must 
carry weight of design otherwise it is not 
pleasing. The edge of this runner is cer
tainly sufficiently ornamented and weighted 

so that there can be no danger of it curling up. The 
little fruitlike drooping figures which terminate the 
springing sprays are shown in Fig. 44. The loops and 
the one point on their lower ends are done first, 
then the loop with it.s beading at the stem end. On 
this the three points are worked and as they are 
worked they are fastened to the side loops and the 

No. 410 

middle one to the lower point. The solid work in 
some of the motifs in this scarf is done in the 
pretty method known in Chinese embroidery as 
"voiding." The sections of satin-stitch are laid close 
up to each other so that just a line of space remains 
between. The solid work around the floweret forms 
of the border is done in buttonhole stitch. T he way 
in which the four larger sections of th large motif 
are tipped with a little solid embroidery is very pretty. 
It completes the point and adds an unusually good 
finish. The charming lace edge requires a number of 

rows to accomplish it, fi rst the close fine 
Hedebo buttonhole, then the beading, then on this 
another buttonhole, then the groups of three 
lbops are made with the points between and a 
picot on the middle loop of each. The needle
point edges are most dainty and full of charm. 

The filling of the round motif on the edge is 
simple and pretty. In Hedebo and all needle
point work we need to think ahead, as the motifs 
are more or less dependent upon each other. 
Always in groups of three loops, that is, where 
one loop is taken across two, we ne d to remem
ber where to throw across the top loop, as the 
finish of the second loop must be considere<l and 
the necessity of getting back to the inner bor
der must be counted on. T he detail, F ig. 46, 
shows how this circle is filled. The cross bar 
is not carried across until the third group of 
scallops is made. The third point is also car
ried across to the first, then from the fourth 

F IG. 44. S ECTION OF No. 410 

loop carry another bar across to .the top loop of 
the second group of three loops, then finish with 
the bar from the f ourth point to the second. 

A little planning is necessary also in the circu
lar motifs of the large flowers. The cross bars 
are carried from the third loop to the first, then 
from the f ourth or last loop to the second. As 
we return from the second loop to the centre, 
the spider is f ormed in the centre, and . on this 
the f our tiny points. The detail, Fig. 45, shows 
the large ovai medallion and the method of 
work on it very clearly. It is necessary to know, 
however, that the diamond in the centre is made 
first "in the air." O.ne of the side scallops is 
next f ormed and when its middle is reached take 
the buttonhole stitches over the border button
hol_e puri tmder the looped threads which form 
the scallop, draw up and f orm the buttonhole 
stitch. 

To insure a successful piece of work where 
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there is so much needlepoint, baste the linen to 
paper. Notice in these medallions where the 
points of attachment come and plan for them. The 
points in each end of the medallions are made as 
the ovai is bordered, and the inner needlepoint is 
caught to this when the right point is reached in 
the work. N ow ref er aga in to Fig. 45. 

"() 

FIG. 45. DETAIL 
OF FIG. 48 

To form the motifs as sepa
rate points of needlework or "in 
the air," first wrap the linen 
thread around the little finger 
or for a smaller f oundation 
j ust f orm the ring of thread 
between the thumb and fore
finger. Buttonhole all the way 
round this ring, then make the 
four points, and baste this sep
arate motif to the paper in the 
centre of the medallion. But
tonhole now the edge of the me
dallion, f orming the points, top 
and bottom, as the work pro
ceeds, and attach the motif as 
follows : Throw a loop from the 
left around the top point of the 
star, carry the thread back and 

buttonhole over these two threads to the middle and 
attach by the twisted threads to the upper point on the 
medallion edge. Continue to buttonhole over the loop 
to its fipish, carry another loop around the side star, 
then back, buttonhole on this until . that point is 
reached where the little corner loop finishes. Carry 
the foundation thread for this over to point of 
attachment to the first large loop, buttonhole on 
this, form the point, continu to but
tonhole until the end of this loop on 
the second large loop is reached. 
Continue buttonholing between each 
buttonhole stitch on the edge of the 
medallion, insert the needle under and 
up through the buttonhole stitch of 
the edge of the medallion to attach 
it; about three stitches will fasten it. 
Continue as above all the way round 
tmtil the motif is thus swung in the 
centre. This piece is eighteen inches 
by fifty inches in size. 

This runner is richly supplied with 
motifs. large and small, which could be 
used in a variety of ways on pieces 
differing widely in shape. The edge 

FrG. 46. DET AIL OF FIG. 48 
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FIG. 47. SECTION OF No. 410 

of a round centrepiece could bave a shallow scallop 
which would allow of a very dose copy of the edge 
of the runner as shown so clearly in Fig. 48. This 
alone would be an attractive decoration, but if more 
work were desired the large flower, also shown in 
Fig. 48, could be used at regular intervals around the 
centrepiece a short distance inside the edge, as so 
attractively shown in the runner. Doilies to match 
the centrepiece could bave an edge of scallops and 
points varying in size to con f orm with the do ili es, 
and they could be further embellished with the circular 
forms in the large flower. The motifs could also be 
arranged on a set for a dressing-table. A pretty bead
ing f or the pincushion cover is shown on page 21. 

FIG. 48: SECTION OF No. 410 



A Lovely Fiorai W ork Bag 

T
HERE are a number of pretty methods or 

ways to work the Hedebo in this embroid
ered bag. The little hearts are first but
tonholed all the way round, making in 

each upper corner the loop which fills it. Then com
mence at the point, throw a stitch across from right 
to left, return and oversew back, make two loops 
in the next row, three in the next, four in the last, 
buttonhole . to the right on the last row and form 
the points, catching each one (by twisted threads), 
the first to the left-hand loop, the middle one to 
the middle of the heart, and the last to the right
hand loop. 

The up per triangles are unusual figures. Af ter but
tonholing all the way round work the loops in one 
corner first, then topsew to the position of the point, 
make the point, leave it hanging, topsew to next cor
ner, f orm loops, topsew to next point, f orm this point, 
then carry thread across to tip of first point, over
sew back and down side of point to next corner, 

No. 4u 

form loops, then on to last point, from it carry 
thread to top of second point, oversew back, carry· 
thread to top of first point, topsew back down side 
of point and fasten off on the edge. 

The cross in the base of the design is easily made. 
Make first the points in the centre. T o form the 
foundation for these carry the th r ad across from 
corner to corner of the small centre block of the 
cross. Sew from any corner on one of the arms to 
the point where the loop should be made, form a 
loop, and th other three in their turn. F igure 34, 
page 12, shows the loops in progress. After they are 
put in they are drawn into a ring by the topsewing, 
and close buttonholing fi nishes the ring. The squares 
on each side of the cross are filled as follows: the 
dges of the square being buttonholed, start with a 

corner scallop an<l throw two threa<ls; buttonhole the 
scallop, making the point as you progress. When you 
have topsewn down the right side of the point you 
go Oll' with the side scallop in the usual way and 

continue all around the square 
as shown in the illus ration. 
Now start at the tip of a point, 
carry the thr ad loosely to the 
middle of th next callop, 
twist it back, carry t tip of 
next point, then to next scallop, 
twist ba k, carry to tip of next 
point, and so on unti! you reach 
the tip of the point where you 
started. N ow topsew the ring 
of thread thus formed and then 
bt.itton!1ole it to · make it firm. 
The Hedebo edge on the bag 
is simple. Buttonhole the edge 
of the bag all around and then 
work the row of beading as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, page 
3. Then work the row of small 
points according to he method 
shown in Fig. 4, page 4, but 
making them nearer together. 
If preferred, the beading can be 
buttonholed all around and the 
points made afterwards, topv 
sewing between the points. 

All the solid embroidery is 
simple laid work at right angles 
to an underlay. The pretty 
beading and pointed edge is an 
especial favorite, whether done, 
as in this case, in fine linen 
thread or in the heavy quality. 
Many other Hedebo designs in 
this book would readily work 
into bags, and such bags are 
always useful bits of needle
·work. This bag is seven and 
one-half inches by ten inches in 
size. Smaller bags with a wrist 
strap, for holding a hall of 
crochet or knitting cotton, would 
be pretty in Hedebo embroidery. 
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lnitials in V enetian Cutwork 

OPENWORK initials must be clone with very 
-conscientious regard for the outline. · In 

. floral or even in elaborate scrolls, deviation 
from the outline might not be serious or 

lose the spirit of the drawing, but in initials naturally 
one must keep very closely to the drawing in order 
to maintain the true proportion and to have the let
ters mean anything. The work needs to be rather finer 
than other designs of the same size. Cutwork mono
graming and initialing is of course suitable only on 
embroideries which are Italian in character, or which · 
have at least other cutwork in their composition. A 
cutwork rnonogram has no excuse on a piece of eye
let embroidery or in connection with anything ex
cept cutwork designs, or on linens not otherwise em
broidered. It is of course possible to combine styles 
of work, but this should not be clone in a haphazard 
way without any regard to their relation to each 
other. One may use this embroidery with any kind 
of classic tace or with the crochet edges which are 
reprodudion~ of the Filet, Venise, and other such 
laces. 

It is better in doing this work to finish the separate 
sections of the cutwork before starting others, that 
is run in the thread round the outline and work the 
buttonholing, and f orm the brides in each section, 
finishing the second side of the buttonhole-work as 
each bride is completed. In this way danger of 

· drawing and pulling of the ground fabric will be very 
much lessened. . 

The picot on these brides, which adds very much 
to the charm and elaborateness of the embroidery, is 
made as the bride is worked when the centre of the 

bride is reached by twist
ing the thread round the 
needle as shown in the de
tail, Fig. 49; draw the 
needle through the twists, 
being very caref ul to keep 
the knot in place, and then 
continue the buttonhole 
stitches across the threads. 
These letters are five 
inches high. 

. T he filling of cutwork 
· letters with Hedebo motif s 

FIG. 49. DETAIL OF P1coT suggests man y pleasing 
IN N °· 4 2 possibili ti es, but the . com-

paratively: narrow spaces available for such stitchery 
will naturally confine the worker to the simplest ef
f ects. The use of the tiny point on each si de of 
the cut and buttonholed edge would be simple and 
pleasing. "The points being placed exactly opp?site 
each other, the tip should be connected by tw1sted 
thread's. Those who have studied the instructive 
Hedebo pages of this book, will not need to be re
minded that the points must first be worked alt along 
one edge of the letter, each one being left loose. Re
turning on the opposite edge of the cut space, each 
point is j ofoed to its opposite point, the thread · being 
carried from tip to t ip and twisted back. The point 
is then topsewed dow the right side and the next 
point started. Reference to the long leaf-like · spaces 
in Fig. 37, page 15, will show another pretty way of 
filling narrow spaces. The points bere shown are 
carried fully across the space and f astened by their tips. 

No. 412 
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V enetian Cutwork 

T
HE cutwork of this table-runner and doily 
is after the style of a guipure, that is, there 
is no solid background, wherever there is no 
pattern there are brides, and thus the design 

forms a beautiful tracing of great delicacy. A piece 
of embroidery of this description is especially lovely 
over mahogany. 

A linen of some crispness is best for this em
broidery, but the work can be done on handkerchief 
linen with beautiful results. Run in the outline with 

· cl o se stitches, being caref ul not to draw it tight so 
as to ripple the, edge. 

The brides in this embroidery are carried from side 
to side of the motifs as one works, and those stitches 
which are carried across and on which the button
holing is done must be one, three, five, et ., because 
after having thrown the thread across one must get 
back in the buttonhole-work to the piace from which 
one started. Having buttonholed back to this point 
over the thread continue to buttonhole on the side of 
the motif until the next bride is re ched; see Fig. 50. 

T he embroidery whén finished should be most care
f ully and accurately pressed bef ore it is cut out. If 
it is cut out first the task of getting the fabric smooth 

again will be 
m u eh more 
difficult. O f 
e o u r se the 
subse q u e n t 
washing 1 n
volv~s t h i s 
task ; i t means 
that the entire 
embroi de r y 
must b e 
pi nn e d out 
a n d brought 
in t o perfect 
shape. Start 
w it h the 
straight edge, 
t h e diameter 
of t h e ha 1 f 
e ire 1 e, and 
shape the 
embroi de r y 
bit by bit. 

The cut 

No. 413, TABLE RoNNER. No. 414, Do1LY 
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FIG. so. DET AIL OF No. 413 

border is worked in button
hole stitch on one run-in line 
with the puri inward on 
both sides. The bars are 
buttonholed. All the work 
should be finished and care
f ully pressed before cut
ting. The lines both above 
and below the cut space 
are clone in buttonhole 
stitch. It is better to do 
them in buttonhole than any 
other sort of work ·in order 
to keep the same style 
throughout and the V enise 
feeling. All solid embroid
ery should be avoided. For 
this reason the lines in 
this design are buttonhote 
stitch. All the b r i d e s 
throughout the work are 
also buttonhole stitch, and 
bear dose resemblances to 
the brides in the point 
Venise. The cutwork is 
edged with lace. This run
ner is twenty-five inches by 
thirty-one inches in size, and 
the doily measures eleven 
inches by sixteen inches. 

This simple and attrac
tive cut border, with the 
buttonholed lines, gives a 
suggestion for its use on a 
tea-cloth, with napkins to 
match. Such a set would 
be attractive. 



A Tea • Cloth lil 

T 
HE movement in this design is perf ectly 

lovely. The broken bars of needlework 
hold together sufficiently to make the 
design flow together and flow on beauti

f ully. The design is like both a stream ànd like an 
unfolding flower. It is quiet and yet it has a most 
graceful sweep. The cross-bar is the Hedebo K, and 
is done as the edge is worked preparatory to top
sewing. A full description of the method of work
ing the K is given on page 5. A simple but effective 
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ltalian Cutwork 
bobbin lace is used between the strips of embroidery~ 
and the edge is finished with groups of three but
tonholed scallops worked as shown in Fig. 66, page 35. 
The lace design should prove suggestive to a thought
f ul worker in crochet, and with a little ingenuity in 
the choice of stitches, a very fair copy of the lace 
could be made. The strips of embroidery in this 
Tea Cloth are thirty-eight and one-half "nches long 
and eleven inches wide. Strips of this design and 
fi let crochet would make a beautiful bedspread. 

No. 415 
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Renaissance Cutwork 
·KNAISSANCE cutwork is rich and beau

tiful, and is quite unlike any other kind of 
cutwork. Both linen and cotton threads 
are used. This is frankly a style of open 

embroidery and is not suggestive of needlepoint lace. 
The special characteristic of the work is that the 
motifs are filled in with flat laid stitches of linen 
thread. There are many varieties of linen thread. A 
round twisted thread would not give any such effect 
as is here produced. A soft very slightly twisted 
flat thread should be used in this embroidery. 

All the motif s should be first buttonholed over a 
run-in line. As one works the buttonholes the but
tonhole brides are carri ed from moti f to motif, or 
from motif to side. The detail, Fig. 51, is very clear 
and shows the work in actual size. Three threads 
should be carried across over which to buttonhole the 
brides. It is always nec ssary to take one, three, five, 
etc., in the construction lines over which the button
holing is don e to form brides. T he reason f or this is 
obvious; one must get back in the buttonholing to 
the piace where one started, therefore, the odd num
ber is necessary. After all the buttonhole-work is 
fm · shed, lay in the filling satin stitch with the soft 
linen floss from side to si<le at a slight angle. The 
.angle of the stitches in the entire work should cor
respond otherwise the work will be very irregular 
in effect. 

Do not cut away any of the background linen un
til the embroidery is entirely finished. No cutting 
should ever be clone until the finished embroidery is 
first pressed, for if it is cut fi r st it is very difficult 
to get it back into place. It is also difficult to cut 
even crisp lines against the buttonholing if the press
ing is not clone before the cutting is undertaken. It 
is possible to obtain reg lar scissors for cutting out 
embroidery of this description, one biade has a little 

No. 15-2-40 

FIG. 51. DETAIL OF No. 15-2-40 

guard on the end of the point. This is a very com
fortable little ins rument to use and saves many 
accidents. 

All the brides which connect the motifs next the 
outer ou line, of the square f or instance, should be 
clone in connection with the working of the outer 
edge. These brides are buttonholed not bound, as is 
the case with most of the cutwork brides, which are 
copies of the real laces. Pieces of this work are most 
rich. This is due, not only. to the work, but to the 
quality of the linen thread used. The fabric on which 
to do this work should be rather soft round hr.ead 
linen. 

Squares of this sort alternated with plain squares, 
or with lace squares, make up b autifully in tea 
doths or bedspreads. Number 15-2-40 is fourteen 
inches square. T he work may, of course, · be incor
porated into large pieces of linen in straight edge or 

, curved edge medallions. Bands of it across the ends 
of runners · and long narrow doilies are a beautifùl 
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decoration. · 
Enlarging on the subj ect of tea-cloths and bed

spreads one can imagine a very beautiful te(:l.-cloth 
with a border of alternate squares of Renaissance 
cutwork, and filet squares darned with an antique 
pattern, the cloth being f urther decora.ted by the ad
dition of a trimming of bobbin lac'e in harmony with 
the general design. The size of the square, No. 
15-2-40, is fourteen inches, a size very suitable . for 
'use in a bedspread. Such squares could be used in 
connection with plain hemstitched squares of linen, 
as the wealth of stitchery in the cutwork squares 
would need the relief of the plain squares. Squares 
of this beautiful Renaissance cutwork can also be 
shaped into curtains, sof a-pillows, table-centres, chair
backs, and in fact all manner of household textiles. 
The French instantly adapt a new kind of work to 
squares and small pieces, and at their leisure or thei.r 
ccnvenience, work them into Iarge articles of house
hold decoration. 
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HE cutwork 
which was 
clone in Spain 
in the seven-

t e e n t h e e n t u r y is 
characterized by i t s 
turned-back h e m m e d 
edges. A great deal 
of it is similar to the 
V e n i s e i n design, 
although the patterns 
are likely to be all
over and more or less 
rambling. 

They have, however, 
the four or six petaled 
flower li ne motif, and 
a great many of them 
are suggestive of tbe 
p megranate. T b e r e 

N 6 is an immense charm FIG. 52. DETAIL OF o. 41 b . k 
abou t t ts wor 

becau e it is so very fran and simple. Tbere is no 
attempt to make it fine or perf ect in technique, but 
it is most pleasing in its broad, ricb curvi.ng volutes. 

:Most of the old pieces are done on a kmd of soft 
muslin. The muslin at least is soft now, although 
it probably was stiff wben it was used as a ground 
for this work, and this is 
possibly tbe reason why tbe 
cut edges are frankly bem
med back. To bave forced 
buttonbole-work along t h e 
edge of sucb stiff materiai 
would probably bave been 
more difficult tban the hem
mmg. 

The bars in thi pil ow 
w hicb are carri d a ross tbe 
e u r ve d elements . of tbe 
desig are buttonboled, as 
shown in the detail, Fig. 52. 
These are don e first bef ore 
tbe linen back of tbem is cut. 
The needle is carried from 
one bar to tbe next on the 
wrong side of tbe materiai. 
Be sure not to draw tbis 
stitch. After the bride are 
ali finished cut tbe linen 
through he centre of the 
spa es, turn the work and 
do th hemming from tbe 
wrong side. I f the spaces 
are very wide it may ~ 
necessary to cut away some 
of the linen, but orie would 
be more likely to clip it 
here and there in order to 
make it turn back to the edge 
of tbe outline. Tbe linen 
must turn back far enough 
to cover the stamped line, 
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that is so as to bring the stamping on tbe· wrong 
side. · Of course, to do this the brides must · be 
taken just the other side of the outline when they 
are placed on the right side of tbe work. ·'. The little 
close bem need not be too finely sewed. I t is in 
keeping with all the work to have all the stitches even 
and slanted a little, and not too tight or fine. T he 
pillow is trimmed with bobbin tace, and is eigh een 
inches square. 

This is another style of cu work whicb is most 
suitable for the decoration of bedspreads. The square 
is eighteen inches in size, but it could be made smaller 
by a slight variation of the design to suit individuai 
requirements. This square shows a good. deal of em
br idery, and f or this reason it would be better if the 
squares were made up with hemstitched squares of 
linen to elieve so much openwork. The flower and 
leaf f orms in eyelet-work should not be o verdone; as 
the barred spaces, the special characteristic of this 
style of work, should form the design, and the eyelet
work should be made subordinate to the cut spaces. 
This style of cutwork would also lend itself to strip 
arrangements, if one preferred a bedspread made in 
that way. Strips of the cutwork could alternate with 
strips of linen of equal width, and the former being 
decorated with the barred motifs alone, the linen st r ips 
could be embroide ·e with a running vine in eyelet-
work; other uses f tbis work are obvious 

No. 416 
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A V ery Beautiful Collar 

T
HIS is the 
most elabo
rate variety 

. of cutwork, 
and is the variety of 
embroidery w h i c h 
comes n e a r e s t to 
being lace, and is, in 
a way, a e o p y in 
another method of 
the heavy or Gros 

FIG. 53. DETAIL OF CoLLAR, point which was so 
No. 417 much admired in the 

Louis XIV period. It is very ornate with its scrolls 
and fiorai motif s and when it is well clone has a 
very real intrinsic value, not only because of its 
beauty, but because of the prodigai amount of work 
one may throw into its execuf on. The finished work 
is improved by dipping. T his sòftens it down and 
gives it the old look which is a part of the 
beauty of the Gros point Venise. It is never good 
art to imitate, but it is perf ectly legitimate to 
arrive at very much the same effect by a dif
f erent means. A vulgarized copy such as a machine
rnade fabric in an inferior materiai, no matter how 
deceptive it may be, is worthless and not true, but an 
honest eff ect arrived at by different yet honest work 
is quite as pleasing as the originai even though it may 
be a copy which costs less time. Time is after all, 
together with skill, the true element of value. 

Modern workers bave arrived at several ways to 
produce the luxuriant effect of the Gros point, this 
rich cutwork being one of the most successful. 

The crochet in supple linen threads is another of 
the beautif ul reproductions of Gros point. Many of 
t'he .stitches are exactly the same though produced 
with the hook inst ad of the embroiderer's needle. 
l t is qui te as possible to produce the buttonhole stitch 
with the hook as with the pointed needle. 

The Venetian cutwork, however, is embroidery and 
not needlepoint, with the exception of the brides. 
I t is moreover solid embroidery in many of the 
t:notifs, and those which show any linen are so 
treate~ as not to economize the work, but to give 
the eff ect of the very dose needlepoint which is so 
dose in weaving as to actually produce a fabric. The 

FlG. 55. DETAIL OF COLLAR, 
No. 417 

edges of some 
of the motif s 
are butto n
h o 1 ed, thus 
suggesting the 
guipure cord
i n g of the 
real lace, but 
others are so 
e 1ose1 y em
broidered in 
laid - w o rk 
over a filling 
as to make the 
ed g es per
fectly firm and 
substantial. 
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The brides in 
this w o r k are 
very li g h t or 
thin, being 
f ormed, in fact, 
of a single 
t h r e a d. This 
gives the contrast 
between t h e 
heavy design and 
the lacy b a e k
ground, which is 
characteristic o f 
some varieties o 
Gr o s p oi nt. 
T hes e light 
brides should be 

FIG. 54. D ETAIL OF CoLLAR, 
No. 417 

done in linen thread in order to be strong enough to 
carry the embroidery. While they look fine, they 
should not look weak. The outlines of a design of this , 
description are completely stamped on the fabric, but 
one may, however, decide the detail for oneself. As 
the details ( Figs. 53 to 57, inclusive) here show, the 
outer edge, that is the finish, should be in d ose button-· 
hole-work in order to wear well. T he buttonhole-work 
is added to the dose embroidery bere the motif s are 
a part of the edge. This work is richer if clone on 
a rather fine but dose handkerchief linen. The entir.e 
collar may be basted to embroiderer's oilcloth, or it 
can as well be put on in sections, which, however, 
requires more skill than to baste it completely bef ore 
beginning to work. If the oilcloth is not obtainable, 
use stiff brown paper. The process of basting is a 
careful one. Af ter sufficient tacking to hold the 
fabric in piace, sew in running stitches around eac 
motif dose to the outline. Time spent in properly 
securing the work to the back · ng is made up later 
in the ease with which one will be able to keep the 
work perfectly smooth and free from blisters. Of 
course, we do not sew it down so d ose that there 
is any difficulty in working the needle between the 
fabric and the paper. 

T he solid work is somewhat underlaid in the op
posite direction from the overlay. In some of the 
motifs fine V enise brides are laid between the sec
tions of the embroidery. This is done with threads 
as one works the satin stitch. In the centre of 
some o f the roses a bit 
of net is underlaid, as 
shown in Fig. 55, 
and worked with 
dots in satin stitch. 
This is placed be
tween t h e p a p e r 
hacking and the linen, 
and after the em
broidery is finished 
the l i n e n is cut 
away, leaving the em
broidery on the net. 
Some of the rose 
petals are filled with FIG. 56. D ETAIL oF C oLLAR, 
French knots, and the No. 417 



ID Colbert Embroidery • 

large outside petals are worked with straight stitches . 
put in with a single thread as shown in Figs. 
54 and 55. The fiowers in Figs. 53, 56, and 57 have 
a woven wheel in the centre, and in Fig. 53 the 
petals are veined in outline stitch. Alt the wOrk 
should be very firmly and clos~ly done since it is 
rich, and unless it is very well done and very dose 
it will not hold together. When the entire embroidery 

· is finished the basting stitches should be cut on the 
wrong side of the hacking and the embroidery should 
thus be freed. Press it straight and firm bef ore doing 
any cutting. To press it, lay it face down on a 
fiannel, pin ·it out, dampen and press firmly. Of 
-course, after the cutting is finished it will need further 
pressing. The cutting should be clone with sharp sm 1 
scissors. This al so is very caref ul work and needs 
a steady hand. The collar is eight inche deep in 
the back and six inches wide at the sides. The oints 
in front are eleven inches long. 

All embroidery which is to be cut out should be 
pressed befo ·e it is cut. This saves a great deal of 
trouble. When the w k is once set by pressing it 
is far less likely to go back and either wring or draw 
than if it is once let go. Beside it is much easier 
to aet ·t straight than to pull it true after cutting. 

An embroidery of this sort is suitable to be worn 
with a rich gown. It is more appropriate with velvet 
or heavy silk than it is as a decoration on lingerie. 
The style of the design 
belongs to a period of .very 
ornate decoration, or time 
~hen ornament was piletl 
on o r n a m e n t and no 
economy was e x e r e i s e d 
either in dres ecoration 
or in the a ornm nt of in
teri rs. Too much of thi 
would be a mistake, but a 
little touch in the right 
piace as in a velvet gown 
is quite pleasing. 

There is another advan
tage in this kind of em
broidery, namely that it 
can be so readily altered. 
With the change of style 
in shape embroideries at
tached by brides cafl be 
adapted to new s apes. To 
do this pia first the ne 
pattern in heavy pap r, then 
clip away the motif s and 
rearranae them on the new 
pattern. The brides, of 
course, must be sacrificed, 
but between the spaces of 
the new arrangement work 
in new brides. Perf ectly 
1 ove l y old w h i t e em
b r o i d e r y can be th us 
utilized. The heavy white 
French embroidery done on 
batiste or other thin ma-

terial c a n b e 
made into 
wonder f u 1 1 y 
r i c h Venetian 
work by but
tonh o 1 i n g alt 
the way round 
the edge a n d 
fitting a f t e r a 
pattern and 
attaching thus 
wlth brides. · 

Some of the . FIG. 57. DETA L OF_ CoLLAR, No. 417 
lov liest pieces can be produced with embro.ideries 
which one · has counted of no further value. · Brides 
tlms use to attach old pieces of embroidery ·are best 
made in cotton, as linen is too firm · and wiry to hold 
in old cotton embroidery. When the motifs do not 
touch sufficiently to make a continuous edge round the 
outside of an article restored or rema:de a proper 
outside edge should be worked. Net can be used for 
transferring ·otd work. Soap it on the wron · side, 
f or easy sewing with a fine needle. Lay it, fa ce 
down, on heavy paper, and baste •t in piace with 
short stitéhes, then cut away the materiai. ay the 

, net on . the work, press it, bast it along the edges 
and around ever rnof f. Whip the net to the edges 
of the work with a No. I I needle and No. 200 thread. 

No. 417 
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A Scarf Simply Embroidered 
Rich Coarse V enise 

Suggesting 
Point 

the 

T HIS scarf il.lustrates a most stylish kind of 
cutwork purely Italian in design and spirit. 
Much of the beatity of this work is depend
ent upon the materials. The fabric should 

be a natural-colored crash and the thread should be 
loosely twisted .coarse linen. The work is most simple 

No. 418 
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in character, being merely a wide-apart buttonhole or 
blanket stitch. A second row is worked into the first 
from the opposite si<le of the width of a bar alter
nately, that is, the stitches of the second side with 
the puri opposite are dovetailed .into the fi rst. This 
method of working is shown in the detai l, Fig. 58, and 
gives the effect of the weaving stitch in Reticella. 
It is a most interesting, splendici craft and very 
artistic. Such bands with thei r quiet square motifs 
are admirable f or curtains of linen crash. 

There should be a proportion of fl.at solidly em
broidered moti fs to give the contrast and emphasize 
the openwork. The I talian work always shows this, 
a certain contrast, the one kind of work bringing out 
the other. The bars are made by carrying one stitch 
from side to side or from corner to corner, as shown 
in the detail, and taking two or three twisting 
stitches over them. The edges of the squares are 
more closely buttonholed, and of course with a simple 
buttonhole stitch as illustrate<l. Unlike real cutwork, 
the linen cannot be cut out from with in the sq ares 
unti] all the work is finished hecause the stitches of 
t h e simulated weav
ing are taken through 
the linen. The bobbin 
lace insertion used as a 
finish to the edge is a 
p re t t y and unusual 
f eature. This piece is 
sixteen inches wide and 
f orty-one inches long. 

This design is a very 
quiet one a s go o d 
straight designs are 
likely to be. O f ten one 
f eels relieved to ha ve 
the square mesh of the 
mate rial f ollowed in 
the design, and to have 

·so frarik and simple a 
t r e a t m e n t as this 
shows. The way in 
which the French use 
the classic d e s i g n s 
shows their extreme FrG. 58. DETAIL OF No. 418 
cleverness'. 

The work which probably suggested this design was 
undoubtedly most difficult and required a great deal 
of skill and patience to execute. As it is here given 
it is the simplest form of embroidery. This is not 
an imitation, but suggests the Gros Venetian needle
point. The nice eff ect is of course increased by the 
good Cluny entre deux which is so cleverly used in 
suggesting the difficult and elaborate needlepoint 
insertion which the old work probably shows. Then 
a slight irregularity in the work is not to be con
demned. I t is like anything that is produced by 
the following out of one's fancy. It is most enjoy
able because it is not too exact. Where we get hand
work so exact it is too suggestive of the machine. 
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Rotnan Cutwork 

T 
HE motifs and all points of the design 

in R man cutwork touch each other in 
such a way as to make bands or cross 
bars unnece ary. This is a true open

work embroidery and no attempt is made to ug
gest lace. The embroidery is more like a carving 
in effect. It i , in fact, very cl ar cut and may be 
a most O'raceful ort of needlework if the design 
i good. It i perfectly flat and this is always a 
good characteri tic in ne dlework. This work 
hould not b don n a oft linen. It has much 

more charm if the linen i cri p and fi rm, not too 
d ose. It i al o pr tty to do the work on a cream 
or écru lin n with whit working cotton. There 
is then a contrast which makes the embroidery 
even mor eff ctiv . 

The d i n f r thi mbroid ry should b rath r 
elaborate since the work itself is v ry imple. It 
is not shaded in any w y, is v y much on one plane 
except for the sli it rai in o the outlin f button-
hole-work. in ·t i < 11 ne thing, th needleworker 
need not f ha the m t elaborate design is diffi
cult. The motif th t f rn he design should be 
outli ed i rnn-iI sti h , a shown in the detail, 
Fig. 5 . G eat car mu t be taken not to draw these 
stitche · ht. s one work and the linen becomes 
t mpled n i lik ly t ather th dge, or at least 
to tighten it in a little. It is obvious that this would 
cause it t puff in th centre, and any such drawing 
as thi . i di a trou to the finish d work. For this 

FIG. 59. DET IL OF No. 419 

reason th amateur would do well to baste the de-
ign to stiff paper or oilcloth, but after a little skill 

is attained this is not necessary in the perf ectly flat 
work. Underlay the outline of one motif and finish 
it complete before working on the next. The button
hole-work is clone over this single row of run-in 
stitches, as shown in Fig. 59, and should b very 
tight. The method of working the veins in t e ower 
petals is clearly shown in the cut. I t i not necessary 
to use very fi ne workinO' cotton, but it is n es ary 
to do the work cl e. T his makes it look fine and 
firm, and is .:!r much richer than if ver fine 
thread w re used. T h mo I piece measures f our
teeu and o 1 -half by fifty- even and one-half inches. 

No. 419 
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Spachtel W ork ; 

I N much of the old Italian work the beautiful 
needlepoint edges and motifs are worked in 
very heavy linen thread. This embroidery is 
known as "Gros point." W e can make a very 

clever cutwork done in buttonhole and rows of seed 
stitches which is very suggestive of this embroidery. 

It has this same close firm charac
ter and is as substantial as it looks. 
A little actual needlepoint may be 
combined with it as in the ex
ample of the work here given, 
or blocks, diamonds, and any of 
the needlepoint motifs can be 
worked out in this manner by 
thinking out the design a little in 

Fm. 6o. B u TTON- relation to ~his tre:it~en~. • '?f 
BOLING. See Fig. 63 co rse the pomt of s1m1lanty 1s 111 

the points and blocks which are 
·one of the characterizing features of the Gros or 
coarse po'nt Venise and of Hedebo. 

Another featur of the point la e which can be so 
cleverly suggested in flat stitching is the beading 
which so often forms a heading to the designs and 
motifs. n this piece of work, No. 420, the bead
ing is worked in needlepoint, as shown by the details, 
Figs. 61 and 62. The work on the points is done by 
running an even row of stitches over the outline. 
Be careful to keep the points sharp and also the 
angle between the points in this running. o not 
carry this angle up against the heading of button
hole stitches or against the bead'ng wh n th re is 
a beading, but leave a little space between this angle 
of the points and the heading. In the real lacework 
it would not be possible to f orm the point dose 
against the beading, theref ore, i helps very much 

··FIG. ·63. SECTIÒN OF No. 420 
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the Embroidery 
in producing the eff ect to remember this in making 
this suggestive embroidery. After the buttonhole
work is done shapely and crisply all the way round~ 
and the beading has been completed, put in the seed
ing which is to simulate the row of lace stitches one 
row after the other very evenly. Hold th po'nt over 
the finger and work the fi rst row on a thread. It 
must be perfectly even and true, as shown in th 
detail, Fig. 63. Work he 
next row back, placing each 
stitch between th sti ches of 
the fi rst row, again w rk 
back to the r ight, alternating 
the stitches with those of the 
preceding row, again work FIG. 61. BEADING 
back to the left and again See Fig. 63 
to the right with one stitch 
in the point. There are two stitches less on each row 
corresponding to the narrowing in the needlepoint. 
The work must be done in this way in order to make 
the best possible wrong side. The wrong sid is not 
so pretty but it is uniform and is quit r 'ght. It does 
not look like needlepoint, but it can be perfectly neat 
so as to be acceptable when used to edge ea nap
kins or any article both sides of which re to be used. 

The Spachtel embroidery is very pretty done in 
colored cottons. Such a combination as an écru linen 
with indigo blue working cotton is particularly smart 
in a count y home. Some of the rose shades also 
suggest old Italian embroideries. There are not very 
many kinds of embroidery which are good-looking 
or good art in color, so it is interesting to find one 
which is especially nice under such treatment. De
lightf ully pretty bureau-covers are decorated with 
this point alone, somewhat larger perhaps, b t with 
no other needlework except perhaps a lit e monogram. 

It would be interesting to the edl wòrker to glanc 
over the Hedebo designs · n this b ok, specially those 
wh.ich show the Venise oints in a simple combina
tion and pia to adapt sotne of hem to · the Spachtel 
embroi ery. " 

The curved m o ti f s, 
those in circle or ovals, 
will work out quite as 
pr t ily as the square one. 
I t is well to avo id those 
which are too open be
cause when the linen is 
cut away, we do not want 

FIG. 62. TOPSEWING 
See Fig. 63 

the proportion of holes to be greater than the em
broidery. This is not obj ectionable in tace, but the 
embroidery will not carry open spaces as well as 
la ce. 

In the medallion a pretty variation would be to 
make all f our points in the solid embroidery work 
instead of putting in any needlepoint. When this is 
done be very careful that the points do not over
lap, all four must just touch as do the two in the 
cut. To accomplish this take the buttonhole stitches · 
within the stamped lines, not on them or outside of 
them. The sharper all the points can be made the 
more like the needlepoint they will be. 



Adaptation from Gros Point 
The beading, either the real beading as shown in 

this illustration, or a simulated beading at the top 
of the points is very pretty. The real beading as 
shown in the cuts is clone in the same way as the 
Hedebo beading, but it can be very cleverly sug
gested by a row of outlining with one outline stitch 

forming the crossbar. 'Make 
the crossbars as you work the 
top outline, thus : Outline two 

__ stitches, put in the needle as 
for the third but bring it out 

F1G. 64. BuTTONHOL.;. on the lo'":er ~tampe.d Iine, 
ING THE BEADING take next stltch m agamst the 

See Fig. 63 upper outline and out to the 
lef t on this outline ready for 

the next outline stitch. If the upper outline and the 
crossbars are made in this way the wrong side will 
be perfectly regular and neat. The details of stitches 
show the progress of the wor in making the triangle 
of beading and scallops between the seeded points. 
The doily is nine and one-quarter inches in diameter. 

Small doilies ith just the points are very pretty and 
easily laundered. N apki s may e made with the 
points alone, and in this case they should be quite 
shallow in order to launder well. This work done 
in colored cottons is quite effective. One must make 
sure first that the cottons are fast colors, especially 
in napkins which are laundered so often. Luncheon 
sets in blue or rose thus worked are most artistic 
and unusual, especially in cottages or houses. 

This simulated Venetian point is a charming finish 
on curtains. I f the curtains are of linen scr im the 
cotton used must be rather coarse in order to be ef. 
fective on the scrim. Of course the finer the ma
teriai the finer the cott n should be. A pretty idea 
· for sash curtains is to make the poin s larger and 
bang the curtains by the points, attaching a tiny ivory 
r ·ng to each point. Lace is often used in this way. 
But nothi g could be prettier than a border of points 
at the bottom and a row of points at the top with ivory 
r ings attached and a rod run through these by which 
an attachment can be secured. Embroidery of this 
kind is perhaps more artistic and noticeable than a 
great dea! of rich embroidery, especially if the article 
to be decorated is to be constantly washed. 

These points may be very cleverly used to join 
breadths for larger curtains, either breadths of light 
materiai or crash fabrics. P ntting together widths of 
materiai ought not to b diffi ult, as one can think of 
so many clever ways in wh ich t join lengths. Each 
side of a br a th of materiai can be worked with these 

points and fastened by brides 
alternately a half-inch apart, 
or point to point could be · 
sewed together. This would 
be a nice way to make a 
bedspread of coarse linen. 
Some of the best heavy 
I i n e n s come in narrow 
widths, so that it is rather 
nice to know or find a means 

F1G. 65. DETAIL OF of joining them. Naturally, 
ScALLOPS. See Fig. 63 if one uses the points to 
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join the materiai, the outer edges would also be clone 
in work of the same style, and the decoration, if any, 
on the' rest of the fabric should be in keeping with 
this work, that is, it should be Italian in character. 

The simplicity of this work is one of its chief 
charms, and the suggestions given for its adaptation 
to the various pieces for household adornment should 
appeal very strongly to the needlewoman wh is eager 
f or unusual effects in stitchery produced with a small 
expenditure of time. The suggestion of color given 
above opens up numerous pleasing possibilities · n the 
adaptation of the color of the china to the stitchery 

No. 420 

of cloth and napkins. Groups of the scallops with or 
without the beading would m ke a pleasing edge for 
centrepiece and doilies, the cut designs being confiiled 
exclusively to the decoration inside the edge. 

As this style of cutw rk is also adaptable to rather 
heavy linen it would be admirable as a decoration 
for bedspreads. Strips of the materiai showing an 
arrangement of the points and fillings used in the 
doily could alternate with plain strips, and an edge 
of the seeded points of a suitable size would make 
an effective and appropriate finish. In piace of the 
plain strips of linen an appropriate embroidery de
sign could be introduced, and in carrying it out the 
buttonholed outline and see<led forins could be em
ployed most effectively. The points could also be 
applied to the joining of 
strips of linen for a bed
spread in a very pleasing 
way. A row of beading 
as in Fig. 64 could run 
along the length of the 
row of points and the 
beading, after topsewing, 
should be buttonholed to 
the strip; this treatment 
would prove attractive. 

F1G. 66. DETAJL OF 
ScALLOPS. See Fig. 63 · 



.Lamp .Shade • 

T HIS lamp . shade is done . in the so-called 
Richelieu . cutwork and is a very artistic 
example of this embroidery. If it . is done 
on an écr.u or gray or · cream linen with 

white working ·cotton the design is more strongly 
l>rought out, and the whole embroidery is softer 
and less crude than in ali white. This is the case 
with most cutwork of this character. It is hard in 
ali white. A needlework lamp shade especially 
.should be of a tinted linen and thus appear more like 
old Iace or a eh o ice f abric rather than like lingerie. 
Unless a needlework shade is just right in feeling 
there is some question as to its suitability. The lamp 
shade is essentially a piece of furniture and when 

I r 
' 

Richelieu Cutwork 
it will not be obvious where the join is made. This 
involves a nice little bit of planning and the result 
should be clever. Cutwork can be pieced invisibly and 
so it can be mended and repaired without showing. 
New sections of the design ce.n be inserted; in fact, 
it can be perfectl:t restored whenever the design it
self, or the background has given way. 

.Make the outer buttonholed e ge very firm and t rue 
as the shape f the finished shade is held firm by this 
line. A good row of run-in stitches must be put in 
first, not tight enough to draw, but firm enough not 
to give. Half an inch of the linen should be left be
yond this edge to urn up under the tace which should 
be used to finish the shade. The shape and fit of 

FIG. 67. LAMP SHADE, No. 421, IN PitocEss OF WoRKING. 

it becomes a drapery it should be handled just right. the shade over the wir frame is very dependent upon 
If one cannot get the old soft-looking linen, it is this edge, and it hould be kept firm and true to the 
quite possible to dip a white round-weave lin n in outline. 
a solution of saffron flower grayed with India ink. This illustration of the finished shade shows the 
This is a permanent dye, and roduc a beautiful embroidery, an even stronger detail than the flat 
tint. Try samples of the li en first to get the right illustration. The making up of a shade is quite a par
tone. ticular piece of work. The wire frame can be made 

This design is a graceful one with a good move- to order by any worker in wire, or it can be bought 
ment. I is nearly ali butto hole stitch even in the where lamp shades are sold. The first thing to do 
fe places where the embroidery is not cut out, that with this wire frame is to wrap each bar with either 
is in the outline f the fruit. The ladder-work bars a thin silk ribbon or strips of China silk. The covering 
in the comucopias make them the most prominent for the frame is then made of a straight piece of silk. 
motifs in the design, a little stronger than the scrolls, Shir the top and bottom with two rows of running
etc. The eyelets are bound and the veinings are dose- stitches, sew the bottom edge to the bottom edge of 
ly buttonholed as clearly shown by the detail, Fig. 68. the lamp shade, and then full in the top shirring against 

The joining of the shade is an especial feature of the top wire of the shade just as a hat frame is made. 
this piece of work. When the embroidery is alt fin- A yellow China silk is the most satisfactory materiai 
ished except the two ends, lay these over each other, to use for lamp shades. A bright yellow will be much 
matching up the design exactly and overlapping it softer when the embroidery is over it, and this is the 
sufficiently so that it will not be necessary to join it sunlight color and it looks best of anything over a 
ali in the same line. Work the overlapping motif s light. Before putting in the shirring, a hem may be 
through double along the lines which seem most con- made on the bottom and top edge of the silk. This 
nected, thus join the sides. When the cutting is done arranges for the neat finishing. About a quarter of 
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Showing a Design of Cornucopias 
a yard more silk is necessary in the length than the 
lower circumference of the shade in order to allow 
for gathering. Filet or some good real lace should be 
used to finish the edge. The linen frinie and tassels, 
either netted or knotted, make a pretty finish, 

The finished lingerie shade should be just slipped 
over the covered frame and lightly tacked. By thus 
making the f oundation complete in itself and the em
broidery complete, the latter can readily pe rèmoved 
for laundering. The shade can be so adj usted that 
it can be used for a lamp, electric light, or gas. The 
shade illustrateci is nine inches wide, and is mounted 
on a frame sixteen inches in diameter at the base. 

Another pretty finish is a picot edge or needlepoint 
edge. This saves the expense of lace through a little 
more ex pendi ture of time. A good picot f or this edge 
· is the "woven" one, as it is stiff enough to stand up 
firm. It is made . by f orming a quartcr-inch loop of 
two threads and weaving in and out of this double 
loop, one stitch ·n front and one behind from the tip 
up, so that the thread is against the edge when the 
picot is finished in position to go on with the but
tonhol . The method of working a picot of this 
kind is s own in Fig. 72, page 40. The picots should 
be made about an inch apart. 

W ork of this · sort gives the generai impression of 
being done in linen thread, but it is really more supple 
if the embroidery is made in cotton. The stitches 
should be quite close together and rather tight in 
order to insure a certain stiffness to the brides and 
picots. V enetian lace and the · embroider ies which 
suggest it are especially suitable o the decoration of 
furniture and oth r objects which are architectural. 
It is in itself ver conventional, clear cut, and some
what stiff aa therefore appropriate to what is gen
erally termed interior decoration. 

A furthe suggestion f or a lamp-shade made of 
choice bits · of old lace and 

' embroidery may be added 
h re. V ery often old bits 
can be joined together with 
V enetian brides so as to sa ve . 
them. To do this work, a 
perfect pattern of the lamp-

·· shade must be made first. 
The bits should be arranged 
either conventionally to for 
a design or at randorr with 
some idea o balance. 

A pl asing arrangement of 
cutwork in the f orm of pan
els or medallions could be 
made f or a shade, and. the 
variety of shapes now avail
able in frames gives great 
scope f or the display of in
dividuai fancy. Panels of 
cutwork c9uld alternate with 
panels of eyelet embroidery 
or Italian · 1adder-work, and 
squares and medallions of 
the cutwork could f orm in
sets in the linen previously 
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FIG. 68. DETAIL OF No. 421. See Fig. 67 

enriched with appropriate embroidery in pierced or 
cut eff ects. 

The working of bars in cutwork should receive 
particular attention, as the neatness of the finished 
piece depends much on their proper execution. W e 
will take the bars in the cornucopia (see Fig. 68) 
which connect the two parallel lines of buttonholing. 
Beg'n to un the upper line of stamping and when 
the first bar is eached throw the thread across to the 
lower line and take a stitch, then carry the thread 
to the upper line, then to the lower line, · thus giv
ing three threads from line to line, for the bar. Now 
buttonhole the bar from the lower line to the upper 
one and proceed to · run the upper line unt ·1 the next 
bar is reached where the three threads are laid as 
before, and so on. N ow run the lower line and 
buttonhole both lines, thus completing the space. 

No. 42!' 
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A Handsome Pillow Showing the 

S 
PANISH and Moorish embroidery is charac
teristically rich, full of color, and heavy stitch
ery and incrustation. The richest materials 
are used · such as velvets, brocaded silks, and 

a prodigality of gold. The old Spanish velvet hang
ings are weighty with gold incrustations sometimes half 
an inch thick made over cords ;md underlay fillings. 
Not content with all the work which can be piled onto 
the design, some of these hangings and altar pieçes 
are entirt~ly worked as to their background with wpn
derful gold and silver diapering over cords or quite 
flat around the raised designs. Richer fabrics cannot 
be imagined. They suggest all the magnificence we 
are açcustomed to associate with the Alhambra. 

These embroideries, while so very gorgeous, are not 
frivolous or tiresome Iike much of the ornate work of 
the French Rococo period. They are on the other 
hand massive, eleg nt in ornament, mellow and lovely 
in color, and most intricate and excellent in execu
tion. 

The fabric of this cushion is an old linen of round 
weave much softened y age. The nearest approach 
to the old heavy I' nens is Russian crash, a beautiful 
materiai a d well suited to embroidery. Very little 

f th ground materiai is left when the embroidery is 
complete. N ot only ·are the motifs of the design rich
ly covered with stitchery, but the background is a net
work .of looped brides done in gold thread. 

All the silk embroidery should be done fir t~ Where 
there are any masses of color the method is opu.s 
plumarium ( feather-stitch). This is one row of long 

· and short stitches laid over another. The detail, F ig. 
70, H, and the section of pillow, .Fig. 71, show this 
work, aJtd even in the b ack and white the re emblance 

Fm. 69. DETAIL oF P1LLOW, No. 422, 
S H OWING How THE GoLn CoRD Is PuT ON 

to the plumage of a bird from which it takes its name 
is obvious. Thìs feather~stitch method is the .most 
beautiful of all embroidery. · Rich church embroider
ies are done in this stitch and many of the gorgeous 
pieces of needlework of the sixteenth and seve teenth 
centuries. · 

Three shades of the colors in which the f ather- · 
stitch work is done are necessary to a shaded effect. 
Most of the motifs of the pillow are broken up into 
sections small en · ugh to be well cov red with two 
rows of work. The beauty of .this embroidery is in 
i s being worked on row . almost entirely over the 
other. Unless it is thus generously treated it will 
not be rich. The portions of the pillow design which 
are not solid1y covered, but which show the baclc-

. ground are either diapered or powdered with various 
stitches which are .shown in, Fig. 70. There are many 

. " 
lovely diaper stitches. These little stitches or groups 

No. 422 .~. 
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Wonderfully Rich Moorish Cutwork 
A B e D coloring. The model p i 11 o w is 

fourteen inches wide, and twenty
six inches long. 

The long narrow pillows are very 
smart-looking and we are just begin
ning to appreciate their charm in 
our d r a w i n g-rooms. They are 
especially suitable on couches and 

E F G H 

lounges, as they conform much better 
to the lines of such a piece of furni
ture. Generally speaking it would 
be so much better if in the fabric 
atcessories of a room decoration we 
would · remember to consider the 
architectural lines and the lines of 
the furniture. I t is the same prin
ciple which guides us in hanging 
pictures. W e do not put a square 

Fm. 70. FILLING STITCHES usED IN P1LLOW, No. 422. See detail Fig. 71 

of stitches might well be more generally used as filling
in work. They cover the ground rapidly, yet suf
ficiently to carry a good deal of color. They should 
be worked in lines expressing the generai movement 
of the design. T his idea is illustrated very clearly 
in the t reatment of the scrolls. The flow of the 
design would be very much lessened if the little 
stitch groups did not con form to its direction and 
outline. The rice stitch ( Fig. 70, A) is .much used 
in Italian embroidery. It is merély a straight stitch, 
four of them being placed in a group as shown in 
the cut. The arrow-head group (Fig. 70, E ) should 
be kept sharp. The method of working the diaperings 
is very clear from the details, as shown in Fig. 70, 
A to H, inclusive. They are simple but they must be 
kept true and straight, or they do not mean anything. 

The characteristic work of this Moorish cutwork 
is the brides, the b rdering of the motifs and the man
ner of niaking these loop brides. Two threads or 
cords or gold strands are carried together, as shown 
in the detail, Fig. 69 ; one is held dose to the edge of 
the design throughout the work, the other makes the 
loops . as the buttonhole-work is carried over both 

-threads together. The loops are necessarily left fly
irig as one motif is edged, but these are taken up by 
the thread f orming the buttonholing on the opposite 
motif, thus f astening the bride across and securi~g 
the looped background. Where the space is wide 
two loops will be necessary to cross it, one caught into 
the other. Sometimes a pretty group of three or 
four can be formed ( see Fig. 71), or a ~tar-like 
group of five if the space permits. The very effective 
use of thes loops are clearly shown in the illustra
tion of the pillow, No. 422. It is well to carry as long 
a strand as possible to avoid joining, but since this 
strand must be woven into the loops of the opposite 
side it is not well to carry too long a thread or pair 
of threads. The thread used in this cushion is one of 
gold, characteristic of Spanish embroidery, but other 
cords can be used. Cotton or linen threads are easier 
to handle than the metal, but not so rich. The colors 
in this cushion are rich and artistic. Rose pinks, 
very gray blues, soft gray greens with opaque yellow 
is the combination. These should all be in tones 
well grayed. The gold adds brilliancy to the quiet 

picture in an oblong space, thus cushions and hang
ings should to some extent conform to those rigid 
lines nearest which they are placed. w e should never 
do violence to the architectural background. 

The design is a reversed repeat and so sections 
could be used instead of the whole if the work seems 
a big undertaking. The making up of this pillow is 
important because the embroidery is so open. The 
color of the background influences the generai eff ect 
greatly. A safe way to decide what it shall be is 
to choose a neutral of one of the shades of the em
broidery. A blue gray makes a lovely background 
and setting f or the colors. Sometimes the effect one 
wants can be got best by veiling or putting a thin 
f abric over another. W onderful ton es can be had in 
this way, as the French bave so well proved in the 
use of chiff ons, voiles and the like in dresses. It is 
quite possible that the beautiful veiling. òf one fabric 
hy another carne about through an eff&rt, to come at 
a color. When we cannot match a éélor shade we 
can often get it in this way. 

Fm. 71. FuLL-SizE SECTION OF PILLow, No. 422 
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A Pillow in V enetian · Cutwork 

T
wo shades of natura}.;colored linen are used 
in this piece of embroidery. The castle 
medallion is dark gray, ·as is .the linen thread 
with which the network of brides is done. 

This medalliofl is made first, the inner line only of 
the quàrter-inch border being buttonholed, puri in, so 
as to carry the brides. The outer line is not but
tonholed until the worked medallion is laid over the 
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F IG. 72. DETAIL OF PICOT I N PILLOW, 
No. 423 

linen on which the oak leaves are worked. By this 
line of buttonhole-work the two pieces of linen are 
fastened together, in fact made one. The rest of tbc 
embroidery, the oak leaves, are worked out from the 
centre. When the embroidery is finished it is as one 
fabric. The detail, Fig. 73, shows how the castle is 
handled, and the treatment of the picots is showµ in 
Fig. 72. 

All the work must be done wit care to keep it 
strong, since when it is cut out there is practically 

nothing but em
broidery 1 e f t . 
Th ere is a 
quantity of 
work on the 
piece, 'but 
beyond b e i n g 
careful it is not 
difficult. T h e 
medalli o n 
shoul d b e 
sewed t o em
broiderer's oil
c 1 o t h or stiff 
brown paper to 
do such ve ry 
fine work. ..-···

1 

The method < i 
of making the 1 

picots is thus : 
Buttonho I e 
across the bride 

·~Il lii ili lii@ liii! 11111 il Il!"' 

FIG. 73. DRTAIL OF PILLOW, 
No. 423 

· half way until the centre is reached, then on one side 
f orm a small loop with two threads and work in 
and out over this~ taking the stitches over the outside 
of the loop, alternately, that is from the right hand 
over the side into the loop, then up on the left side 
of he loop, and then over the threads into the loop, 
and so on; this weaving stitch is clearly shown by 
the illustration, Fig. 72. This style of cutwork can 
be adapted to many uses. The pillow is fi fteen inches 
wide and twenty inches long. Patterns of ali the pieces 
shown in this book can be ob~ained of the publishers. 

No. 423 
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A Book for EVERY 
Kind of Fancy-Work 

Priscilla Books are genuine Fancy-work teachers. Each book 
has a wealth of descriptive text, also scores of sharp, clear 

pictures which show just how to make the stitches and motifs 
and how the finished pieces should look. It is easy to do 

Fancy-work with the aid of Priscilla Books. 

Price, 25 Cents Each, Po tpaid 

The Priacil1a Color
ed Cross Stitch Book 
No.1. Thirty-five differ
ent Cross Stitch designs 
in actual colors of the 
work. A I s o complete 
alphabet. 

The P!"iscilla Colored 
Cross Stitch Book No. 2. 
Shows forty Cross Stitch 
designs in full color. 

The Priscilla Wool Knit
t"ng Book. Our latest instruction 
book on Knitting. F ull of good things 
for those who knit. 

Priscilla French and Eyelet Embroidery 
Book. With the aid of this new book any 
one can leam this form of embroidery. De
signs given for Table Covers, Baby Wear, etc. 
Illustrations show stitches and a detail of nearly 
every design. 

Priscilla Punched Work Boòk. The beautiful de
signs in this book include articles for personal 
wear, table pieces, bedspreads, curtains, bureau. 
covers, cush1ons, pillows, lamp-shades, etc. AH the 
stitches are illustrated and full directions given. 

Priscilla Hardanger Book. Shows the various 
foundation stitches and their many combinations. 
Also many attractive designs with details and 
descriptive text. 

Priscilla Drawn Work Book. Designs from Porto 

Priscilla lrish Crochet Book No. 1. This book has all the stitches and 
fillings for Irish Crochet, together with a large assortment of floral motifs. 
Full directions for working are given. 

Priscilla lrish Crochet Book No. 2. Supplement to first book. Gives a 
large assortment of motifs and finished articles with full directions for 
working. 

Priscilla Filet Crochet 800 No. 1. Gives a variety of pattems in flora}, 
conventional, and the quaint heraldic and mythological figures so charac
teristic of Filet Lace. Many illustratic ns of finished work show the beau
tiful effects possible, and a multitude of designs are carried out in block 
effect so that they can be easily copied. 

Priscilla Filet Crochet Book No. 2. Shows over 80 beautiful, new de· 
signs. All the designs in this book are illustrated from the real work and 

can be easily carried out with the aid of the pictures and instructions. 

Priscilla Crochet Bedspreads Book. Contains a large number of 
designs which are beautifully illustrated and bave full directions. 
A striking novelty is a motto insertion in the New Priscilla 

Carneo Crochet. 

Priscilla Crochet Edgings and lnse rtions Book 
No. 1 '. This book contains over 100 designs for 
beaut1ful crochet edgin~s and insertions which 
~an be putto a multitude of uses . Handsomely 
1llustrated. Complete instructions. 

Priscil.la Crocheted Cen~repiecea and Doilies. 
C~mtams nea~Ir 100 ~eautiful pesigns for centre
p1eces and d01hes, w1th full d1rections for work
m~. All illu tration~ m~de direct from originai 
p1eces .. Many beautiful 1mported designs in this 
collectlon. 

Priscilla Tatting Book No. 1. A lucid expo
sitio~ of this fascinating work. Many new 
d~s1gns n~ver before published. Complete 

mstruct1ons. 

Priscilla Tatting Book No. 2. Contains 
nearly 100 new designs, all beautifully 

Rico, Fayal, Germany, Russia, and far-off China, besides many 
in the well-known Mexican work. Full sized details of each de

illustrated with full di· 
rections for workin~. 
The newer ide as m 
tatting are given spe
cial attention and many 
charming designs are 
carried out by unusual 
methods. 

sign make even the most intricate pattems easy to copy. 

Priscilla Macramé Book. Shows in detail how to do this fascinating 
form of lace work. Over 100 designs for Bags, Dress Gamiture, etc. 
P riscilla Netting Book. One of our most handsome Books. Shows 
nearly 100 of the prettiest designs ever published. Full directions for 
plain and embroidered netting. 
Priscilla Bobbin Lace Book. The designs in this book tak.e up the work 
from the beginning, all the tools and materials being fully described. Beau
tiful designs are given for Torchon, Cluny, Russian and Bruges laces, w ith 
full directions for working. 
Priscilla Battenberg and Point Lace Book. Here are practical, illustrated 
directions for making lace. Each step is taken up. Over one hundred 
stitches are shown, both simple and complicated. 
Priscilla Basketry Book. Gives simple and complete instructions for mak
ing ali sorts of bags, baskets, hats an novelties in reeds and raffia. 
Priscilla 8 ad Work Book. The most complete and comprehensive book on Bead Work 
ever published. Contains a Iarge assortment of illustrated designs for bags, purses, card 
cases, necklaces, pendants, chains, girdles, hair ornaments, etc. 
Pr:iscilla Knittinir Book. This is a most usefut collection of pattems for knitting, consisting of a 
wide rariety of attractive articles for men, women and children. Articles in wool predominate. 
Priscilla Wool Crochet Book. Illustrates articles in wool crochet for men, women and children. 
Complete directions. 
Priscilla Coo~ Book •. Contains 442 dainty, appetizing and practical recipes by the famous culinary 
expert, Fanme Merntt Farmer. 
Priscilla Helps for Housekeepers. Contains a collection of Everyday Housekeeping "Helps" gamered 
from the experience of nearly 500 practical Priscilla housewives. 

NEW BOOKS Priscilla Baby Book, Priscilla Monogram and Initial 
Book, Priscilla Edgings and Insertions Book No.2, 
Priscilla Hedebo and Cutwork Book, Priscilla Yoke 
Book, Priscilla Smocking Book. 

Priscilla Publishing Company 
85 Broad Street, Boston, Mass. 

Priscilla Cross Stitch 
Book. Has nearly two 
hundred working pat
terns. Many are suit-
able for bead work. 
There are also six 
alphabets and direc

tions for ali kinds 
of canvas work. 



DO YOU EMBROIDER ? 
If you like Embroidery, Crocheting, Tatting, Knitting, Weav
ing, Basketry, Stenciling or any other kin·d of Fancy W ork, 
subscribe for · 

THE MODERN PR 
THE NAT/ONAL FANCY W 

The Modem Priscilla is a profusely illustrated 
monthly magazine, brimful of lovely designs and 
interesting new 'deas for eedleworkers. It gives 
you the ne es an prett iest designs for Em
broidery (eve y va iety) ; Cr het (all kinds); 
Tatting, Knitting, Bas try, Bead Work, China 
Painting. It is an ever growing encyclopedia of 
eminine handicrafts. It teaches you to make 

dainty, useful, wearable articles for yourself, 
your children, your home and your friends. 
IN ADDITIONto °FancyWork" each 
issue ofThe Modero Prl scilla contai ns 
an .. Everyclay Housekeeping" section 
designed to meet the needs of the manr rather than the needs ofthefew. 
No ' shooting over readers' heads" in 
this department ....:: just plain, labor 
saving, time saving, money saving 
housekeeping helpa tor everyday use, 
and tota of'em. Good storles, The 
Modern Priscilla h s also, and a 
dress fashion depa rt ment that is 
up-to-date, bu t no ext r en'l.e. 

More t han h at f a mflli on othe r 
wome n are a lr a d y enjoyln g The 

od rn P r scill a, many f w hom 
a y they coutd n o keep house 

w it ho t lt, a n d e believe you 
w ou ld find it Just as enjoyable a s 
they do. 

ubscription Price 
$1.00 Per Year 

Wbat two women aay: 
••I th i n k The Moderra 
Priscilla the beat WcmuJ!n ' B 
f>Cper publiBhed. I read 
mine fNYm one oover to the 
other and do not under
Btand how any one can 
11et along witlwùt i t ." 

.. I oertainl11 like 
The Modem Pria
cilla ; it shows so 
manv pr tty, "86-
/y.l Jancv thinqs. 
I hav t a/., en it 
f or Jj e a r s aind 
think eaoh num
ber grmus better 
and better." 

The Priscillà 
Pabliahin1 Co. 
85 Broad Street. ......... 

lOc a copy 
on news-standa 

everywhere 

. t:~ · '.~ Circulation over 
~: :. one-half million \i] copies every · month. 
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